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ABSTRACT

The present study bridged some of the conceptual and methodologi-

ca1 gaps between educational and. behavÍoural- research in the area of
perceptual gross-motor training.' The study simul-taneously rectified

methodol-ogical inadequacies of previous investigations from the edu-

cational field and redirected behavioural research toward training

situations most commonly found in pubtic school settings. Five sub-

jects from a pubric schoor nursery in a row-income area of larinnipeg,

Manitoba particj-pated in the investigation. A combined non-treatment

control and multiple basetine across behaviours design \¡¡as used. to

assess the effects of an adapted. version of a popular gross-motor

training prograrn (capon, rg75). Revisions in the training program

included supplementing the recommended. training procedure by systema-

tically employing behavioural training techniques. The behavioural

training components incr-uded: (a) instruction; (b) modelring; (c)

physical guidance; (d) fading; (e) social- reinforcement; (f) descrip-

tive and corrective feedback; as wefl as (s) train-to-criterion and

(h) mediate generalization procedures (stokes & Baer, Lg77) .

Because the training program incl-uded. several- features which

have been shown to promote generarization, a variety of behaviours

were monitored to assess generalization and col-l-ateral- behaviour

changes produced by the pïogram. of the 16 dependent measures

employed' 10 reflected a group of non-generarized gross-motoï

operants, three were general-ized gross-motor behaviours, and three

represented collateral- measures of social and pre-academic behaviours.

The non-generalized group was measured in the training setting and

V]-]J.



included: (a) bal-anced stainding; (b) balanced walkingr (c) ball

bouncingî (4) catching; (e) throwing; (f) crawling; (S) rolling;

(h) hopping; (i) running; and (j) jumping. These behaviours were

rated in terms of quality of the skil-l-ed movement via a behavíoural

checkl-i st.

The generalized gross-motor responses \^rere measured during

regular physica] education classes conducted in the gymnasium, away

from the training area. These behaviours included one trained re-

sponse; rolling, and two untrained. responses; hopping and skipping.

Of the untrained responses, one response belonged to an operant cate-

gory which received. training (i.e., hopping) and the other did not

(i.e., skipping) . These responses were al-so rated in terms of quality

of movement via a behavioural checklist.

The collateral measlrres were taken in the regular cl_assroom

situation. Two pre-acad.emic responsesi compì-iance and maze-drawing,

and one social behaviour; social pfay, v¡ere measured. Social play

and compliance were measured. via an interval recording system and

were expressed in terms of percentage of time spent engaging in

social play and percentage of instructions followed.. Maze-drawing

r¿as col-lected by the teacher and was scored by the experimenter in

terms of number of errors in traversing the maze.

The resul-ts of the stud.y indicated that the gross-motor training

prograrn was highly successful- in increasing the gross-motor skill

level-s of the trained children. ceneralization effects of the

program were limited, however. Of the behaviours measured in the

9yrn, only the trained behaviour indicated improvement due to treat-

tx



ment. This suggested that the progran could produce transfer of a

trained skil-l- to a new setting, but would not produce improvement

in other untrained gross-motor behaviours measured in the new setting.

No cfear changes in coll-aterat behaviour resul-ted from the gross-motor

program.

Implications of the study for educationa] and behayioural-

practice and research. were discussed. The three major appried impri-

cations were as follows: (1) Only gross-motor benefits should be

expected to resul-t from gross-motor training curricula such as the

revised Capon program. 2) ,to ensure improvement in other behaviours

or settings, you must either program for general_ization or actualJ_y

give training in the other behaviour or setting. 3) Component anaÌy-

sis of the training program is an important topic for further research;

however. until ineffective components can be identified and eliminated.,

all the components includ.ed in the present package prograln should be

systematicall-y employed in gross-motor training proced.ures.
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Trained, Generalízed, and Collateral Behaviour Changes of Preschoof

Children Receiving a Behavioural Treatment Package for

Improvement of Perceptual Gross-motor Skills

In the past two decades the domain of early childhood education

has experienced a proliferation of publications and material-s devoted

to the assessment and training of a category of behaviours known as

perceptual--motor skill-s (Goodman & HaruLill , 1973). Perceptual-motor

training programs have been widely implemented in schools and much time

and funding has been dedicated to these programs (Hammill, Goodman &

Vüiederholt, L974). Despite the great expend.itures of time and funds

over the 20 yr. period for the d.evelopment, implementation, and evalua-

tion of perceptual-motor prograrns, professionals are stil-l in disagreement

with regard to both specific components for programs and expected bene-

fits for the young participants.

PROGRAM COMPONENTS AND EXPECTED BENEFITS

Programs for training perceptual-motor skills vary from highly

sequenced packages to loosely structured collections of activities-

Examination of the variety of programs does, however, reveal some points

of commonality. The majority of the most popular programs include train-

ing in balance, locomotion, eye-hand coordination, and body and spatial

awareness (cf. Goodman & Hammill, 1973¡ Meyers c Hammill, 1976, pp.

316-375).

The benefits expected from training in these areas are even more

varied than the prescribed programs. Some professionals are very con-

seryative in expounding the benefits of their programs, asserting that

the only direct benefit of perceptual--motor training is the improvement
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of gross-motor skills (cf. Meyers & Harunirr, L976, pp. 325-328). side-

effects of increased motor ability are noted (e.g., increased. social

contact due to increased motor abitity in play), but the presence of

other r:nknown and uncontrolled factors in the development of desirable

side-effects is acknowled.ged (Me1ærs & HarurLiII , L976r pp. 325-3Zg).

other professionars in perceptual--motor training are much more

liberal in making claims regarding beneficial effects of programs, citing

everything from enhanced. interligence (Frinchum, L975, p. 64) to sound

teeth (Getman in cratty, 1974, p. 40). Although the craim that d.ental

improvements are due to perceptual-motor training is rare, the

assertion that these programs improve intetligence or academic function-

ing is more conmon. Most professionaLs in the perceptual-motor area are

unified in assuming that the development of perceptual-motor skilts will

directly affect children's cognitive development. They believe that the

ability to form motor generalizations is the foundation for the ability

to generalize in the higher mentaL processes (Meyers e Hammill , L976,

p. 3f4). This assumption apparently arises from a strong developmental

orientation and is based on Piagetrs (1952) observation that overt motor

learning precedes the covert, inner language method of problem-solving.

Support for the assumption is also drawn from developmental neurology.

Although a matter of controversy now (Meyers c Hammill, L976, p. 3J-4) ,

it was once firmly believed that d.uring embryonic deveJ-opment the growth

of the association system was dependent on the prior functioning of the

motor and perceptúal system (Sherrington, 1948).

The validity of the assumption that perceptual-motor adequacy is

important, if not essential, for cognitive and academic devel-opment has

been widely accepted by members of educational and lay communities
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(Hammill, Good,man, & lriiederholt, 1974). As a result, a vast number of

chil-dren are screened for perceptual-motor deficiencies and subsequently

run through hours of perceptual-motor training -- often at the expense

. of academic activities (Hammill et aI., L974). The following list was

taken from Flinchum (1975, pp. 63-64) and is presented here as an

example of the types of behavioural deficiencies which are commonly

thought to result from perceptual--motor deficiencies.and therefore are

presumably remediable through perceptual-motor training programs.

t. lack of coordination in motor skills

2. cl-umsiness in daily activities

3. difficulty in colouring large symbols

4. difficulty ín matching symbols and shapes

5. constant inattentiveness

6. consistent short attention span

7. inability to recognize and interpret symbols correctly

8. inability to interpret pictures correctly

9. difficulty with letter and. number sequences

10. inabitity to reproduce letters, numbers, and. symbols correctly

11. difficulty in form and depth perception

12- difficulty in interpreting lateral d.irections

13. short retention d.uration

14. lack of consistent dominance

15. poor self concept

L6. lack of desire for participation in games

Il. poor performance in movement and dance activities

18. ina-bility to name body parts
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PERCEPTUAT.-MOTOR TRAINTNG RESEARCH

Examination of the research pertaining to the efficacy of perceptual-

motor training programs for improving these deficits leaves one wondering

why educators hold these programs in such high esteem. A series of re-

views conducted by Donald Hammill and his colleagues during the early

I97Ot s revealed a dismal picture for advocates of these training programs

(Hamnill, L972; Goodman & Hanïni[, L973; Hammill et al-, 1974). The con-

cl-usion consistently drawn from reviews was that perceptual-motor train-

ing did not result in significant improvements in pre-academic skills

(i.e., skills in such areas as listening, matching, copying and knowledge

of the alphabet) ' intelligence scores, or academic achievement. Further,

concl-usions from studies showing that perceptuàt-motor training led to

improvements in perceptual-motor skil-l-s were spurious, Ieading the

authors to conclude that perceptual-motor training is probably of limited

val-ue. fn order to be fair to the professionals developing and advoca-

ting these programs, however, Hammill and his associates acknowled.ged

that a few studies (e.g., Getman & Kane, 1964; Okada, L969; Halliwell

& Solan, 1972) did show positive results. However, major problems re-

mained in the available body of research (Goodman & Hami11, Lg74). Most

studies on perceptual-motor training did not meet minimum criteria of

methodol-ogical adequacy and among those which did, results were some-

times theoretically inconsistent, showing improvements in untrained, but

not in trained skills. Further, more carefully designed research was

recommended.

Problems With Availabfe Research

Apparently, Hammill a¡d his colfeagues considered carefully designed

research to includ.e studies which (a) had at least 20 experimental sub-
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jects, (b) provided at l-east 12 weeks or 60 sessions of training, and

(c) utilized an experimental--control- group d.esign (Goodman & Han¡rni]I,

r973¡ Hammill et ar., L974) - concrusions regarding program efficacy

were generally based on a body of research conforming to these specifi-

cations. Al-though unacknowledged by Hammill and associates, serious

problems exist even in the research conforming to these specifications.

These Lypes of studies have major drawbacks.in design and methodology

which may be obscuring program benefits. The specific drawbacks in-

cl-ude use of a large-N research design and type of assessment measure

utilized.

Use of large-N or Group Comparison Design

The vast majority of perceptual-motor research utilizes the tradi-

tional large-N or between-groì-rps comparison design. An aspect of this

design which is problematic to perceptual-motor studies is the necess-

ity of averaging results for the experimental group and for the control

group prior to group comparison. This averaging obscures individuat

reactions to treatment. fn studies where some experimental subjects

improve white others get worse, the averaging of results leads to

cancell-ation of these opposite effects, yielding the overall result of

little or no effect when compared to the control group (Bergin, L966¡

Hersen & Barl-o\,¡, 1976, pp- 13; f5-f6). Difficul-ties due to such canceL-

tation effects are more likely to occur when a group of subjects with

quite d.ifferenÈ problems are recornmended for the same treatment (Hersen

& Barlow, L976, p. 13). As the list on page 3 demonstrates, students

with guite diverse problems are considered to be suitable candidates for

perceptual-motor training. It is Iikely, therefore, that the hetero-

geneity of subjects recommended for perceptual-motor training prograns
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combined with the use of group comparison design, leads to masking of

the effects of these programs.

A second factor which may increase the probability of cancellation

of effects through avqraging concerns the frequency with which dependent

measures are taken in perceptual-motor training research. Traditionat

group comparison designs require d.ependent measures to be taken onry

twice, once prior to program implementation and once after. Although

multiple measures can be taken in large-N research, typÍcalIy they

are still- infrequent, occurring once every several months. The problem

with such infrequent measurement is that it leads to loss of important

information regarding the course of behaviour change and any possible

fl-uctuations in behaviour occurring throughout the course of the experi-

ment are omitted from analysis (Jlersen & Barlow, L976, p. 7I). Failure

to account for such fluctuations at pre- and posttests would also in-

crease the proba-bility of canceLlations when results are averaged.

Given the above considerations it becomes apparent that large-N

research- utilizing infreguent dependent measures on groups of subjects

with diverse behavioural problems is a weak tool for assessing the

effects of perceptual--notor training programs. The viable alternative

is, of course, the small-N or single organism design which utilizes

freguent measures and does not average group results. Further strength

wourd be given to the small-N design which chose its subjects on the

basis of similarity in hehavioural problems (.Hersen & Barlow, L976,

pp. 56-67).

Use of Ind.irect Assessment Tools

As previously noted, a second major drawback of the body of avail-

ab1e research on perceptual--motor training programs concerns the type
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of assessment measure utilized. Assessment measures often cited in the

research [e.g., Goodman & Harmr¡ill , L973; Hamnr_i]l et aÌ., L974) incl_ude

the folfowing tests: Visual-motor Gestalt Test (Bender, f938), Devel-

opmental Test of Visual Perception (Frostig, Maslow, Lefevre, &

Vühittl-esey, L974), Purd.ue Perceptual lr{otor Survey (Roach a Kephart , 1966)

Developmental Test of Visual-Motor Integration (Beery & Buktenica, 1967)

and Primary Visual Motor Test. (Haworth, L97O) .

AII of these measures are indirect in nature. Indirect tests

assume that test responses are indicative of more enduring traits which

may be observed in diverse stimulus situations and which will- manifest

themselves in diverse aspects of an individualrs behaviour. Particular

responses on the tests are, therefore, rarely exarnined in terms of their

overt qualities but are interpreted in the context of the theoretical-

structure (Hersen & Barlow, 1976, pp. 114-115).

Since the indirect approach puts little emphasis on indiúidual

overt responses, ratings for different behaviours are averaged to give

a standardized score which is thought to be representative of the more

general underlying trait. This averaging procedure (as the previous one

across subjects, p. 5 ) leads to l-oss of information regarding changes in

specific behaviours which may be occurring as a result of some aspect

of a perceptual-motor training progra¡n. If averaging of behaviour

ratings occurs across behaviours which are very similar in nature, loss

of information will be less severe as discrepancies in ratings among

specific behaviours wil1 likely be l-ess. However, the more d.iversê the

behavioural ratings, the more likely that such averaging will produce

cancel-]ation of effects.

As mentioned above, indirect assessment measures. make use of
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diverse stimul-us situations and diverse behaviours in order to reveal

the underlying, enduring traits (Hersen & Barlow, 1976, pp. Il4-115).

ït is likely, therefore, that the use of scores on indirect assessment

tests as dependent variables in experimental- evaluation reduces the

probability that changes in ¡etaviour wifl be detected and attributed

to the perceptual-motor training program. Perceptual-motor tests are

weak tools for assessing changes in behaviour due to perceptual--motor

training, as they are indirect assessment techniques which 1imit the

conclusions that can be drawn when the data are examined..

ft is important for experimental purposes to have dependent meas-

ures that do not weaken the experimenter's al¡ility to detect changes

and draw conclusions. It is equally important, however, that the

dependent measure be representative of behaviours which are socially

or cl-inically important. Although it is legitimate for researchers to

ask questions a-bout changes which may be occurring in the experimental

situation and to take measures which are specific to this situation, it

is also important to have measurements which are likely to give some

indication of what is occurring in the classroom or other settings in

the childrs natural environment. It is, of course, the student's daily

perceptual-motor functioning which is of primary concern. Therefore, it

is important that the behaviours sampled in the assessment situation be

representative of those in the natural environment.

Administration of indirect assessments requires the construction of

a test situation which is unlike the situation in which the subject nor-

mally functions. Tests are typically administered by a trained cl-inician

or experimenter in a quiet environment outside of the classroom. Mater-

ials involved in the test include special forms q equipment which are
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some\^¡hat unfamiliar to the student being tested. These factors lead to

the rather large discrepancy between the assessment situation and the

regular classroom where the teacher, peers, and familiar equipment and

material- are present. GeneralÌy, the greater the discrepancy between

the assessment situation and the natural environment, the less represen-

tative the assessment measures wiII be (Hersen & Barlo\,v, L976, p. 116).

If the assessment measures are not representative of classroom behaviour,

scores on the assessment tests will poorly predict how the child wiII

behave in daily classroom activities.

For some time now, a number of researchers have been aware of the

low predictive validity of perceptual-motor surveys for a variety of

classroom behaviours (cf. Hutt & Briskin, 1960; Shick & Pl-ack, 1976)

and have noted that indirect assessment tools generally do not demon-

strate good predictive validity (Mischel, l-968¡ L972). Despite this

fact, perceptual--motor surveys continue to be used as assessment devices

(cf. Goldfried & Kent, L972).

Giwen that perceptual-rnotor surveys are weak tool-s for detecting

specific treatment effects and do not provide information particularly

relevant to a childrs classroom functioning, it becomes apparent that an

al-ternate assessment approach is desirable. The obvious alternatiwe is

the direct assessment approach where a specific response is viewed as a

sample of similar responses elicited under particular stimulus condi-

tions (Hersen & Barlow, L976, p. 116). No u¡derl-ying, general trait

is assumed; therefore averaging of responses occurs less frequently and

only when very similar behaviours and similar stimulus conditions are

involved. Observation of individual-s in their natural environment is

favored and pred,ictive validity is therefore enhanced (Hersen & Barlow,
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L9'16, p. 116).

REVIEW OF THE BEIAVTOURAL RESEARCH

The experimental- analysis of behaviour involves a research approach

which favors d.irect measrr."me'nt and single organism designs. Unfortun-

ately, perceptual-motor progrartrs have evoked littÌe interest in the

field of behaviouranal-ysis. Although a number of studies have been con-

cerned with perceptual-motor skills involving visual discriminations and

fine-motor coordination among chifdren labelled "learning-disabled"

(cf. Hopkins, Schutte, and Garton, L97L; Salzberg, i{heeler, Devar, &

Hopkins, Lglli Tawney, L972¡ Hasazi & Hasazi I L972; Smith & Lovitt, L973¡

Stromer, L975; Lahey, 1976; Lahey, Busemeyer., OrHara, & Beggs, 197'7¡

Trap, Milner-Ðavis, Joseph & Cooper, 1978), Very few studies have examined

the gross-motor skills which are prevalent in most perceptual-motor train-

ing programs. A review of the literature revealed only three studies

which utilized single organism design and direct measurement of general

gross-motor activity.

Johnson, Kelly, Harris and WoIf (f966) were the first behavioural

r"=".rch"rs to examine the devel-opment of motor skills. Their single

subject vras a preschool child who avoided. vigorous physical activity;

particularly activities involving cJ-imbing. They utilized an ABAB

reversal design with subsequent training for generalization to demonstrate

that contingent teacher attention could increase rate of climbing on a

large climbing frame and produce generalizations to other climbing

apparatus. Although the social reinforcement was contingent only on

contact with ctimbing equipment and not on improvement in climbing

skills, a marked improvement in climbing skills was noted- Unfortun-
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ately' however, no empirical- data were available on this dimension. lt

was thought that the apparent improvement in skills could be due to prac-

tice alone, but the fact that teachers tended to reinforce more skil-l-

ful- climbing with greater enthusiasm was acknowledged as a possibJ-e con-

tributing factor. The authors also noted that their treatment

seemed to have produced desirable modifications in two other classes of

behaviour which they had not attempted to control or record.. These be-

haviours were (a) improved skill with all active pJ-ay equipment and (b)

an increase in social and verbal skilts enabling more effective inter-

action with peers.

A second study investigating preschooJ- chil-drenrs large-motor

behaviour was conducted by Buell-, Stoddard, Hãrris and Baer (1968).

Their subject was a 3 yr. old girl with deficits in both motor and social

repertoires. These authors also utilized a reversal design to examine

the use of teacher attention for increasing contact with outdoor play

equipment. fn addition, they attempted. to provide more objective data

regarding collateral changes in a variety of social behaviours and one

class of undesirable baby-like behaviour (i.e., monosyllabic, repetitive

talk, hand flapping, hopping from one foot to another, and speaking in-

complete sentences).

Because baseline rate of equipment interaction \¡ras very Iow, a

priming plus reinforcement technique was first implemented so that more

examples of the behavioural class would be availabl-e for reinforcement.

The priming (or physical prompting) technique consisted. of simply

lifting the child onto a piece of play equipment once each play session

and holding her there at least 30 sec. if necessary. During this period

(and during any unprompted occasions of equipment use) the teachers gave
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social attention to the child. A different piece of play equipment was

used for priming each successive day. After nine days of priming plus

reinforcement, priming was discontinued and reinforcement for inter-

action with equípment was given first on a continuous scheduLe, then on

an increasingly intermittent schedul-e.

Examination of the data for this study revealed clear increases in

the rate of equipment use due to the ¡¿riming plus reinforcement proce-

dure. Although there was a slight drop in rate of equipment use when

initiali-y switching to the reinforcement alone condition, the rate

quickly recuperated and increased during subsequent reinforcement phases.

Collateral changes in social- development were also noted.. Increases

in occurrences of touching and verbalizing to other chifdren were ob-

served. Cooperative play increased and increased usage of other chil-

dren's names surfaced late in the study. Teacher-oriented behaviours (i.e,,

touching and verbalizing to teacher) remained sronstant throughout the study

as did the rate of parallel play behaviour. Undesiral¡le ba¡y-like be-

haviours decreased in frequency.

The authors concluded that teacher-supplied social reinforcement

was effective for increasing the target behaviour of interaction with

playground equipment. They also noted that the study quantitatively demon-

strated that different kinds of correfated behaviour changes may accompany

behaviour modification programs, especially when the behaviour chosen for

d.irect modification is a sound tactical choice, in view of the childrs

total range of behavioural deficits. Al-though the authors did not state

this directl¿ they seem to suggest that a productive therapeutic tactic

is to examine all of a chil-d's deficits, then to determine if training

on any one deficit is likely to produce entry to natural- communities
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of reinforcement which nlay correct other behaviouraf deficits. The

authors did directly note that increasing the use of play equipment was

apparently successful for prod.ucing entry to a social environment which

had the potential to shape a wide variety of social skills.

One of the autfrors, Donald Baer, has d.iscussed this particular

phenomena in detail elsewhere (Baer & wolf I LgTo) and has been among

those v¡ho have considered the more basic issue regarding the control of

response classes of behaviour (eijou & Baer, 1967; I,Iahler, 1975). These

authors have argued that physically different behaviours can be con-

trolled as a response class. Data have supported the contention that

problem behaviours enuitted by a child are functionalJ-y associated with

other behaviours she or he emits (V,IahJ_er , L97O). It is therefore felt

that modification of some problem ¡efraviours can occur indirectly through

setting contingencies for the other covarying behaviours in the response

class. Entry into a natural community of reinforcement is one of the

mechanisms through which these contingencies for covarying behaviours

may be set.

The third, and most recent, behavioural study examining preschool

childrents large-motor skills was conducted by Hardiman, Goetz, Reuter

and Le B1anc (1975). They examined the effect of prompts, contingent

attention, and training sessions on the frequency and skil-l Ievel of the

large-motor activities of a cerebral palsied preschool girl. Activity

on six pieces of playground equipment was involved. The activity equip-

ment included (a) a stepping ladd.er placed horizontally on the ground,

(b) a set of wooden steps, (c) a sl-ide, (d) a balance board, (e) a

grassy slope which was used. for roll-ing, and (f) cement steps leading to

the playground. The cement steps were not actually trained as a part of
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pl-ayground equipment, but were used to assess generalization to an

adjoining setting.

Assessment of the childrs activity \¡/as based on four levefs of

interaction with the equipment: (a) being within a radial proximity of

2 m to the equipment, (b) touching or sitting on the equipment, (c)

unskiLl-ed performance, and (d) skilled performance. The latter two

categories vtere given fls¡¿i,led definítions specific to each piece of

equipment.

T\uo aspects of the treatment v/ere evaluated. First, the effects of

components of teacher behaviour were assessed separately and in combina-

tion using reversal-s in the design. Second, the effects of the training

package \^rere assessed with a multiple basel-ine across playground equip-

ment. As mentioned, the components of teacher behaviour were prompts

and contingent attention. fn prompting phases of the study, the teacher

made a verbal request for the chil-d to engage in an activity (e.g., "Iet's

see you walk on this balance board"), then turned away from her. In the

contingent attention phases, the teacher waited until the child engaged

in one of the six specified activities, then attended to her briefly by

giving praise or physical support. In the combined prompt and contingent

attention conditions the child v¡as prompted once daily for each playground

activity and was given contingent attention for following the prompt.

The training package was applied to only four of the activities

(stepping ladder, wooden steps, slide, and grassy rolling slope). During

training sessions one of the teachers prompted the child to the equipment,

praised her, gave limited physical guidance, and gave reinforcement

(choice of a small toy) for reaching criterion l-evel of skil-Ied perfor-

mance. Although Hardiman et aI. identify the criticaL features of the
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training package as physical assistance, a requirement to participate,

teacher attention, and prompts, their description of the training pro-

cedure seems to ind.icate the presence of two more features. First, authors

indicate that praise someÈimes inc]uded descriptive feedback. The

example given for the use of praise is "Good, penny, you put a different

foot on every step" (p. 4O3) . Second, description of the use of physical

assistance indicates that corrective feedback or detai]ed instruction

sometimes evorved: "Limited physical assistance \¡/as given onry when

needed for safety or to show Penny where to place her hands or feet',

(p- 403) .

The results of the study revealed that before training, prompting

was more effective than contingent attention for increasing frequency

of interaction with all five playground activities. Contingent attention

was successful in increasing freguency of activity above baseline, (but

not above prompting levers) only in the case of the wooden steps. rn

contrast, prompting produced a frequency above baseline on all equipment.

Hol{ever, it produced. increased skill- on onry one activity, movement on

the balance board. The combined prompts plus contingent attention

phases, surpris'ng1y, did not produce responding nota-b1y different from

the prompting alone condition.

Training of the four activities effectively increased skill level

in each activity as it was trained. General-ization of increased skitl

level to the untrainedplayground activity (bal-ance board) was noted.

Generalization of improved skill-s on the cement steþs in the adjoining

setting also occurred. After training, prompts and contingent attention

were sufficient to maintain skill l-evel and participation in all the

activities -
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The authors concluded that prompts vTere successful for increasing

frequency of interaction with playground equipment, but that training

on the equipment was necessary to improve gross-motor skills. unrike

Johnston et af. (L966) and Buell et al. (1968) , Hardiman and her

colleagues did not find collateral changes in social behavior during

the study.

Summary of the Research Findings

The behavioural stud.ies add.ressing gross-motor activity have

indicated that adult attention will lead to increases in frequency of

interaction with playground equipment (Johnston et aI., 1966¡ Buell

et al., L968¡ Hardiman et al., L975), but will not ensure improvements

in gross-motor skill-s (Hardiman et aI . , L975). Training of gross-motor

skilts has, however, produced improved. skill in activities trained., plus

generalization of skill improvements to other gross-motor activities in

the training situation and surroundingi area (Hardiman et al., L975) .

Collateral improvements in social behaviour have been noted in two of

the three studies (Johnston et al-, 1966¡ BueII et aI., 1968) suggesting

this is a possible positive side effect of increased gross-motor activity.

The results of this behavioural research seem to provide support for the

educators who advocate the use of perceptual-motor training programs

which concentrate on gross-motor skill-s. There are, however, certain

issues which warrant careful consideration before the results of the

research are allowed to reflect on perceptual-motor training programs.

The first issue concerns the side effects of perceptual-motor

training. It shoul-d be noted that although the behavioural research

generally provides support for the freguent claim that perceptual-
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motor training l-eads to i¡creased social beha¡¡iour (Fretz & Johnson,

19'73)-r the behavior:ral- analysls of this phenomonon suggests that such

modifications are not the direct result of training. rmprovements

in social behaviour are instead thought to be the result of entry into

a social environment which has potential to shape social skilfs. Further,

as the Hariliman et ar. (!975) study indicates¡ entry into the sociar

environment through, motor skills training does not ensure the potential

for social skills Shaping v¡-i1l be realized.

In additionr nQne of these studies addressed the issue of col-lateral

changes in attention span, matching anífity, game participation, colouring,

aggression, etc-, alf of rqhich hays þss¡¡ claimed as positive effects of

pêrceptual_=notor trainiag progralns Ce.g., Fretz & Johnson, Igj3; Flinchum,

1975r pp- 63-64). The col-lateral changes examined in behavioural studies

haye been limited primarily to a s¡nall number of social behaviours exhi_

bited in the trai¡ing s:ituation. Cl-aims regarding changes in other be-

hayiours', particularty those outside the training situation, are comp-

letely unsubstantiated by the behayioural studies.

The second important issue concerns the disparity between training

procedures. Each of the behavioural studies utilized a limited amount

of equi¡xnent and addressed a linited number of activities in comparison

to most perceptual-motor training programs. only one study (Hardiman

et ar., 1975) trained and measr:red changes in movement skirr, and

"skì.ll-ed. ¡uovement" was defined in a manner quite different from that of

perceptual-¡notor educators. Hardiman et al., (_1975) defined skilled

îovement in terms of behaviours exhibited on each specific piece of

acÈivity equipment util-ized in the study. rn contrast, perceptual-

motor educators define skirred movement in terms of the topography of
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d.ifferent operant responses, irrespective of the equipment utilized

(cf. Godfrey & Kephart, 1968).

An additional procedural discrepancy that is noted when examining

teacher-student ratios. Although other children were often present

during behavioural- training procedures, treatment in all three studies

was specifically directed to onJ-y one chíId. In the one study which

actually trained motor skills (Hardiman et al . , L975), the teacher-

student ratio was one to one. In most educationat settings such a ratio

is a rare luxury. Ratios of four to six students to one teacher are

generally considered the optimum which can be expected (cf. Capon, 1975,

p. 4).

FinalLy, in each of the behavioural studies the subjedt of the study

was apparently chosen because she or he was an extreme case in terms of

low frequency and/or skill in engaging in gross-motor activity. Although

such homogeneity is a design strength with reference to single case

methodology (as previously discussed, pp. 6-7) , it d.oes initially tiÍrit

conclusions to the homogeneous population studied (Hersen & Barlow , L976,

pp. 56-57) . The children most often reconmend.ed for perceptual-motor

training in the educational setting are not part of the aforementioned.

group, as they d.o not necessarity exhibit gross deficiencies in large-

muscle activity. As stated previously (pp. 3-4) educators recommend

children to these programs for a variety of reasons. Most children

recommended have some motor defects, but they are not likely to be as

severe as those exhibited by children iniprior behavioural research stud.ies-

To summarize, behavioural studies provide limited information re-

garding the effects of elaborate perceptual-motor training due to dis-

crepancies in procedure and severity of behavioural deficiencies of the
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children involved. In addition, behavioural- research has not been address-

ed to assessment of a variety of coffateral- behaviour changes outside of

the training situation. Therefore, the resufts of behavioural studies

can at best be considered to provide promising suggestions for future

research concerning perceptual-motor training programs.

DESCRIPTION AND R.A,TTONALE OF PRESENT STUDY

The present study bridged some of the conceptual and methodological

gaps between educational practice and behavioural research by rectifying

the methodological problems of ed.ucational investigations and redirect-

ing behavioural research toward situations and procedures most commonly

found in public school- settings. Rectification of many of the methodolo-

gical problems of educationat studies was achieved through use of small-N

design and direct assessment techniques. Subjects with sirnilar behaviour

problems were selected for participation in the study. As previously

discussed (pp. 5-10), these factors strengthen the ability to detect

changes due to training. The use of direct assessment in both experi-

mental and natural environrnents also enhances the relevance of the infor-

mation obtained from the investigatíon, as predictive validity is in-

creased by such direct measurements (p. 9 ). In order to redirect be-

harzioural research to ad.dress questions more relevant to the common

public school situation and proced.ure, the research was conducted with

a group of children in a public school setting and. involved a more com-

plex training program than had been utilized in the previous behavioural

literature- Several different collateral behaviors which educators

cl-aim to be affected by perceptual-motor training \¡/ere monitored for

changes throughout the study.
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Training program

The training program involved a variety of behavioural techniques

which were implemented. in a standardized training fashion. This be-

havioural training procedure was apptied to a series of tasks outrined
in a percèptual-motor training program deveroped by capon (r975).

The Capon program was chosen in favor of other perceptual--motor

programs because it meets al-l- the conditions necessary for a behaviour

modification study without becoming largely discrepant with the common

educational situation and procedure. Ihere are several- factors which

produce this compatibility. First, the program provides a clear outline

for treatment procedures. rt is a highly structured progr*am which speci-

fically identifies a total of 150 activities. Therefore, ì-t meets the

criterion of similarity to conìmon prograns by providing numerous activi-

ties on a variety of equipment. At the same time, it defines behaviours

specifically, meeting an important criterion for a behavioural program.

A second factor producing compatibility is that Capon (1975, pp.

7-8) advocates the use of behavioural- techniques for the training of

tasks- Teachers are instructed to inform students of correct technique

and skil1 for successful participation, then to model the task or have

a student do so- shaping and physical guidance are suggested for chir-

dren who need them, and gradual fading of physical guidance is recommended.

Social reinforcement for successful performance is advocated. Although

Capon does not set clear guidelines for training to criterion, some form

of train-to-criterion is suggested (capon, 1975, pp. 7-g). Because

guidelines for behavioural- training proced.ures \¡¡ere already provided

for this program' it seemed that sta¡rdardizing behavioural training
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procedures for the purpose of this study did not alter the actual

perceptual-motor prograln significantly. Therefore, the program

allowed the use of a structured behavioural procedure without produc-

ing large discrepancies to what is found in educational practice-

other factors, besides the convenient adaptability of the Capon

program to behavioural research, contributed to choosing this program.

One of these factors was the prevalence of the programr s use in edupa-

tional settings. The program \^/as reported to be widely implemented

throughout America (Capon, L975, p.1) and casual survey of a number

of schools indicated that it is indeed wideiy utilized in the public

schools in Winnipeg.

A -second factor was that the program is directed exclusively to

gross-motor skill-s, as were the previous behavioural studies. Yet., the

program provides training in the same skills as the majority of popular

educational perceptual-motor programs. As mentioned previously (p. 1),

these skills include balance, Iocomotion, eye-hand coordination, and

body and spatial awareness. In addition to these skills the Capon

program addresses eye-foot coordination (Capon, 1975, p. 2) -

Anatysis of Skills. Trained

An exannination of the numerous training tasks in the Capon program

revealed that a large number of different responses are invol-ved in

training the aforementioned skills. However, types of responses most

often involved in Ëhe training tasks can conveniently be divided into

10 operant classes. Each of these operant cl-asses encompasses a group

of similar behaviours which may, during dìfferent activities, take on

aftered topographies. Each of tl:ese operants is also exposed to a

variety of stimulus conditions, as the equipment is altered from

activity to activity.
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I. Balanced standing. This category refers to a variety of

behaviours where the weight of the body is maintained in a static

position on one or both feet only. Specific behaviours in this class

incl-ude standing on one foot and batancing in a variety of positions,

or standing in one spot while bending to pick up objects. Activities

involving the class of responses may take place on the fl-oor or on a

bal-ance beam. The qualities of skil-ted balanced standing incl-ude main-

tenance of rel-atively straight position. Shoulders, hips and feet

shoul-d be in fairty straight alignment when viewed from both front and

sid.e. Feet may move to slightly new positions on the floor, as long as

the movement does not produce movement of the entire body. (Godfrey &

Kephart, 1969, p. 98).

2. Balanced walking. Behaviours in this class include movement

forward, backwards, and sideways on feet only. Arm movement is not

involved and body movement is limited to a confined path. Activities

involving balanced walking may occur on ropes, geometric shapes and

ladders taid horizontally on the floor as wel] as on balance beams.

In skilled bal-anced walking, should.ers, hips, and feet remain in

straight alignment, eyes are focused ahead (not at feet), and arms are

held away from the body to be used to adjust body weight (Capon , Lg75,

pp. L4-I6).

3. Ball bouncing. This operant category is fairly restricted,

referring only to responses which involve propelling a ball in an area

between the hands and the floor. Bouncing and catching or dribbling a

ball are specific activities in this category. These activities involve,

of course, a ball and the floor. Additional apparatus may be used how-

ever, including hoops. bicycle tires, traffic cones, ladders, geometric
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shapes, ropesf and the bafance beam. In skill-ed bor:acing, the ball

is pushed d.own to the grouad., not dropped or slapped.. Eyes are

directed toward the bal-I, hand and fl-oor (Capon, 1975, pp. L6¡ 45). The

bafl is maintained in a verticle path between the hand and the fl-oor.

4. Catching. This category is also timited, referring only to

responses which involve receiving and retaining an object which has been

propelled through the air. Spec.ific behaviours may incl-ude catching a

bean bag or ball which is tossed by another person, bounced off a re-

bound net, or l-aunched off a launching board. The activities make use

not only-of the equipment just identified, but may also utilize the

balance bearr¡ requiring the performance of catching while maintaining

balance on the beam. fn a skilled catch, stand.ing or walking balance

is maintained and the object is received. and held by a hand grasp

rather than by a clasp involving the arms and body (Godfrey &Kephart,

1969, p. 131).

5. Throwing. This category includes a variety of behaviours where

an object is propelled by the hands and arms. It may occur in an over-

hand or underhand fashion and may result in the object following an air-

bound trajectory or rolling along the ground. Activities involving

throwing make use of bean bags . bal1s, bicycle tires, \¡¡aste paper baskets '

geometric shapes, a rebound net, and bowling pins. In a skilled throw-

ing pattern the hand moves back behind the body then swings forward in

front of the body, releasing the object, then continuing to follow

through. The hand should move in a straight path parallel to the side

of the body throughout. In the overhand throw, the hand snaps downward

at the end of the fol-1ow-through. The foot pattern for both throws

should be such that a step is taken forward with the foot opposite the
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preferred arm at the time of the rel-ease (Godfrey & Kephart , 1968,

pp. 1I9-I20).

6. Crawl-ing. The crawling category involves a large number of

responses.of very different topography. The element which all responses

have in common is a cross-lateral- movement pattern where left and right

sides of the body (i.e., arms and. J_egs) must be moved together in the

same or opposite d.irections- Unlike jumping patterns of movement, in

crawling movements the body maintains contact with the floor. Crawling

activities inc1ude a vast array of pieces of equipment which serve

primarily as obstacl-es. Such equipment may include a ladder, iraffic

cones, geometric shapes, hoops, auto tires, bowling pins, a jump box

and cross-bars. Scooter boards may also be utilized to support body

weight as the arms engage in the cross-l-ateral pattern. In skilted

crawling there should be even use of body sides. Unequal use wiII re-

sul-t in movement toward the side rather than a straight forward pattern

(Godfrey & Kephart, 1969, p.82). Skilled crawling requires constant

repetition of the designated lateral pattern. (Left and right sides

move either together or in an opposite fashion depending on the

activity. ) Hands and/or feet should generalty point forward, limbs

should. be placed, not dragged, and the movement shou1d generally be

smooth in nature. Pauses, jerks, and hesitations should not occur

(Godfrey & Kephart, L969, p. 164). In activities involving obstacles,

the obstacles should not be touched and shoul-d not fal-I over or move

(e.9., Capon, L975, p. L7).

7. Rolling. This category refers to behaviours v/here the body

executes a circular path in contact with the floor and terminates in

the same or similar position Ëo ttrat of starting. Two basic types of
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rolls are trained, forward rolls and sideward. rolls. Most rolling is

done on mats, but some activities combine rolling with jumping so that

they may include a bicycle tire and a jump box. In skilled forward

rol-ls, hands should be placed flat on the mat, stightly in front of

the body and pointing forward. The feet provide the push to give the

roll momentum and the body should remain tucked during execution of the

roll (Capon, L97.5, p. 40). Both sides of the body should be used

equally resulting in a straight path of movement and successful return

to the starting squat position (Godfrey & Kephart, 1968' p. f65). In

skilled sideward rolling, legs and arms are kept straight. The movement

of the roll is produced through the muscles of the torso only (Capon,

1975, p. 24). Again, both sides of the body should be used equally

resulting in a straight path of movement.

8. Hopping. This is a limited category of behaviour including only

those responses which involve a jump using one foot only. This response

may be performed on either foot. Activities involve equipment such as

ropes, hoops, bicycle tires, and cross-bars. In a skilled hop, only one

foot touches the ground (Capon, 1975, p- 10); the non-hopping foot has

no contact with the ground at any point of execution (i.e., take-off,

movement, and landing). The knee of the hopping foot is kept slightly

bent, the body lifting action coming primarily through the ankle and hip

(Godfrey & Kephartt Lg6g¡ PP. 15-76). Shoulder, hip and foot alignment

should be fairly straight

9. Running. This operant response group refers to behaviours

which involve swift movement on the feet only. Lateral arm movement is

involved. and body movement is in a fess confined path than that involved

in bal-anced walking. The activities in this class are largely confined
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to the behavior of running up the incline of the jump box in the

jumping activities. The one exception is an activity which requires

the chil-d to run in the spaces of the horizontally placed l-adder. It

is incl-uded as an operant category here because of the importance of

balanced running in executing the jump box activities. The only piece

of equipment directly related to running behaviour in activities are

the jump box and the ladder. A skil-l-ed running pattern consists of

smooth movements in forward and backward directions only. Arms should

not cross in front of the body, but move back and forth parallel to the

sid.es. Feet should not be flung out to the side during leg movement.

There should be minimal sideward weight shift, resulting in smooth

travel i-n a straight path when observed from front or behind (Godfrey,

& Kephart, 1968, p. 65).

10. Jumping. The jumping category of behaviors includes a variety

of responses which follow a locomotor pattern where the knees:, ankles

and hips are bent, then forceably extended, to project the body up into

the aiç or forwarQ or both. Turns may also occur in mid air. In jumps

which begin from a squatting position the arms are involved and hands

make contact with the floor. In jumps beginning from a standing

position, arms are used to promote movement but do not touch the floor.

Activities involving jumping may utilize hoops, tires, cross-bars, a

ladder, a jump box, balls, a trampoline, ropes and geometric shapes.

In skilled jumping, both feet l-eave the take-off point at the same time

and land at the same time (capon, L975, p.10). rnthe case of upright

jumping, the armsare brought back then swing forward, backward or up-

ward, depending on the direction of the ju:np. At the point of take-off

the jumper leans from the ankles in the direction of the jurnp. Knees
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bend upon landing to absorb the shock. Both sides of the bod.y should

be used. equally to avoid torque or veering (Godfrey & Kephart, L969,

pp. 66-7s).

Tt should be acknowl-edged that although the 10 operant classes are

the basic skill-s trained, a variety of other responses involving

reflexes or muscle strength (e.9., reaction drilfs and modified push-

ups).are practices less frequently. l-urthermore, in the process of

training these gross-motor skills, several other skills are involved

and receive incid.ental practice and,/or training due to the nature of

the activities. A list of these incidentally-trained skills follows:

1. Compliance to instructions and attention span. In virtually

all activities the children must attend carefully to instructions, then

foll-ow them, in order to receive reinforcement for correctly completing

the task.

2. Identification of body parts. Instructions duríng most activi-

ties include referral to different body parts. Children must know or

learn the names ofthese body parts in order to execute the task or to

make corrections.

3. Tdentification of shapes. In activities utilizing the geomet-

ric shapes, children must be abl-e to discriminate between the shapes and

must know their verbal fabels in order to fol-l-ow directions correctly.

4. Knowledge of positions. In several activities the child is

asked to crawl r:nd.er, walk beside, go over, move around ob.jects and so

forth. Such naming of positions must serve as effective discriminative

sti:nuli for the child to succeed.

5. Right-left d.iscriminations. Children are often tofd what hand

or leg to use in throwing and hopping exercises. fn addition they are
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asked to make changes in movement or position of specific limbs. Be-

cause these communications are made referring to specific sides of the

body as "left" or "right", this discrimination receives some training.

6 - Verbal skills. In some activities child.ren are told to des-

cribe what they are doing or with what equipment they are working. Some

practice, reinforcement, and feedback on verbal skills and social be-

haviour therefore occulrs.

The specific components which are j-nvolved in the incidental train-

ing of these behaviours likely fol-l-ow the training techniques for the

gross-motor behaviours. Althóugh detailed instruction for correct tech-

nique does not apply, modelling on some of these behaviours would occur

as the chil-dren watch their peers perform activities. Shaping of

correct ïesponses and social reinforcement likely occurs as wel-l. Physical

guidance or verbal prompting would also take place for many of these

tasks

In summary, an analysis of the Capon program led to the identifi-

cation of many skills. A series of 10 categories of gross-motor tasks

are directly trained frequently; other behaviours receive less frequent

attention. Incidental training also occurs on six types of non-motor

skill-s.

Generalization Training Components of the Program

If an educator wants to develop a training program that wiLl lead

to changes in more behaviours than just the ones trained and to produce

those changes in a variety of settings she or he is, of course, address-

ing issues of generalization. Fortunately, there is a technology of

generalization programming from which educators can now draw.

Recently, Stokes and Baer (1977) reviewed the generalization pro-
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granìrning strategies used in previous research and conceptually organized

the research, classifying strategies according to similarity of proce-

dure. Five of the nine eategories d.iscerned by Stokes and Baer are

re]evant to caponrs prograrn and therefore wil] be summarized here.

Train and hope. This was found to be the most frequent method of

examining generarization in applied behavioural- research. Apparently,

it is arso the prevalent approach in perceptual-motor training. This

strategy is essentialry a lack of programming. rt is hoped that some

generalization will- occur and. any changes which are noticed are subse-

quently reported, but a method for promoting generalized changes is not

actively pursued.

Sequendaf modific . This is a more systematic approach to

generalization than train and. hope. ft invol-v"r rr".r"ing generaliza-

tion effects of a program and if generalization is absent or deficient,

measures are taken to produce the desired effects. The program is

implemented sequentially to every non-generalized condition (_e.g-,

across behaviours or settings) until_ the desired changes occur.

Train sufficient exemplars. If the result of teaching one exemplar

of a generaliza-ble lesson is only the mastery of the exemplar taught,

another exemplar of tJ. e same fesson is trained, and then another, and

another and so on until the desired generalization is induced. This

strategy differs from sequential mod.ification in that during sequential

modification, training of exemplars occurs until arr are exhausted

whereas in train sufficient exemplars, additional exemplars are trained

only until the d.esired generalizations occur.

Introduction to natural maintaining contingencies. fn this strat-

egy, behavioural control- is transferred from the trainer to stable,
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natural contingencies that can be trusted to operate in the environment

to which the student returns. This is usuatly accomplished by choosing

behaviours to teach that will meet maintaining reinforcement after

training. In discussing this strategy, Stokes and Baer examined the

Buell et al. (1968) study reviewed earlier (pp. 11-13). To reiterate,

these authors suggested. that therapists exanuine all- of a child's defi-

cits, then choose to train the deficit which is likety to produce entry

to natural- communities of reinforcement for other behavioural deficits.

If a child can be "trapped." into natural communities of reinforcement,

trained behaviours will be maintained and ner,,r behaviours required for

successful functioning in the community will develop.

Mediate generalization. In this strategy a response which will

likely facilitate correct responding in new situations is trained as a

part of a program. If the trained response constitutes sufficient

commonality between the original learning situation and the new situa-

tion, generalization of the correct response will occur.

The most commonly used. mediating response is apparently language.

Since a verbal response is also a stimulus for both speaker and

Iistener, it meets perfectly with the logic of the salient cornmon

stj¡nulus to be carried by the subject from the training situation to

any new setting.

Relevance to Capon program. The Capon program is essentially a

train and hope strategy in that none of the generalization training

strategies is systematically applied. fhe program does however, have

components which approximate Èhe strategies described above. As the

behaviour analysis of the Capon program revealed, a large number of

behaviours are directly or incidentally trained during the program and
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training for each skitl involves a variety of stimulus situations which

are produced through the use of several types of equipment arrange-

ments. This approximates a sequential- modification and a train

sufficient exemplars strategy.

With regard to gross-motor behavior, the Capon program trains all

behaviours of concern as does a sequentiat modification strategty. The

program does not train them in a sequential manner however, and does

not therefore make any generalization checks before exhausting be-

haviours. Thus, Caponts approach only approximates the st.rategy and

therefore, frây be less cost-effective as it will train all responses

irrespective of generalization which may result from the initiaf train-

ing. This approach may have its strengths, however. Logically there

is no reason to train r"rporr""" sequentially if the initial training

does not result in generalization and. atl responses are eventually

going to be trained. Although it has generally been the behavioural

strategy to train one response at a time, the simultaneous training

of a number of responses may be just as effective as long as care is

taken to insure that the student is not overloaded. Tndeed, the

variety of the approach may have added benefits. Each student in the

program is likely to master a number of behaviours easily and to have

difficulty mastering others. The reinforcement she or he receives for

the former tasks is easily obtained and present throughout the program.

It is possible that this factor increases enjoyment in the program and

helps to maintain responding on the tasks which are more difficult to

master.

As mentioned previously (pp. L-3,), the benefits of perceptual-

motor training are expected to extend beyond gross-motor improvements
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to a wide variety of other behaviours which typically occur in other

situations. rn this aspect, the capon program is simil-ar to the

strategy of train sufficient exempl-ars. The strategies differ in that

the other behaviours and situations are not monitored systematically,

during the training prograrn as is the case in the generalization

strategy. This l-ack of systematic measurement l-eads to uncertainty

as to whether general.ization has occurred to other behaviours or other

situations, and it therefore is not known if sufficient exempl-ars have

indeed. been trained..

As the Buel-I et al-. (f968) study demonstrated, gross-motor progralns

can produce entry into natural communities of reinforcement. Since the

Capon prograln is also concerned with gross-motor skil-l-s, it is likely

that it, too, resurts in leading students into natural maintaining

contingencies. rt does not however, program for gradual transfer of

training from teacher to student, nor does it analyze the deficits

of each student carefully before deciding which behaviours to train.

Therefore, the strategy of introducing to maintaining contingencies

is not systematically applied, although such a result may occur.

As mentioned earlier (p. 20 ), Capon recoÍrmends the use of instruc-

tion regarding the correct technique for performing a task. For each

operant the instructor is to verbal-ize the essential features of the

skilled movement. This constitutes an extremely close approximation

to the mediate qeneralization strategy. rt is not quite mediate

generalization, because the student is not actually trained to eruit the

verbal response.

To summarize the preceding discussion, it is apparent that although

capon's program is essentially a train and. hope strategy, there are
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several features of the program which approximate generalization

strategies. Many behaviours are trained under numerous stimul-us- con-

ditions, producing a sequential modification strategy with regard to

gross-motor activity and resembl-ing a train sufficient exemplars strategy

with regard to other situations and other behaviours. Because gross-

motor skills are an important factor in childrents interactions, the

program is likely to produce entry into a natural community of rein-

forcement where improved gross-motor skil-l-s will be maintained and new

behaviours will be shaped. Finally, the program recommends the use of

verbal mediators which may facilitate generalization when the child

moves to a nev/ setting.

- Assessment Measures

In light of the preced.ing discussion, it becomes apparent that the

Capon program has potential for producing many desirabl-e behaviour

changes. Because this potential exists, several different behaviours

in several different situations were assessed for changes due to treat-

ment.

Gross-motor Behaviour

Non-generaLizgd.. Measurement of skill level of a.gross-motor

response in each of the I0 different operant categories occurred within

the training situation. These assessments were conducted by the trainer;

therefore, the data represent non-generalized. behaviours in a non-genera-

lized situation.

Generalized. Measurement of skiII tevel of several gross-motor

activities al-so occurred d.uring the children's regular physical educa-

tion classes. Since this class was conducted by the classroom teacher

in a room other than the tràining room, it constituted a different
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situation. one of the behaviours measured was forward rorls, which

directly received training during the program. Í\,vo other behaviours,

hopping a¡ld skipping, were simirar to trained responses, but were not

specifically trained by the program. Of these two untrained. responses,

one response belonged to an opeïant category receiving training ( i.e.,

hopping) and. the other did not (i.e., skipping). These data therefore

reflect geperalizations involving trained. and untrained responses in

another setting.

corlateral behaviours. l4easurement of severar behaviours which

are not gross-motor skills occurred in the regular classroom. These

behaviours \..lere chosen because they are skil-Is which educators commonly

cite as behaviours receiving improvement from gross-motor training. 
_

Two of the behaviours, compliance and social play (or verbal behaviour),

received incidental training in the program. A third behaviour, maze-

drawing, received no incidenLaL training, but does involve motor skills,

although refined smalL muscl-e rather than gross large muscle movements

are concerned.

Data on collateral behaviours therefore exarnined varying types of

generalization assessment. Two behavíoural measures,(compliance and social

play) examined generalization of indirectly trained responses to anòther

setting, while one other (maze-drawing) ad.dressed the issue of improve-

ment of an untrained response in another setting.

HYPOTHESE

To sutunarize, the present study examined. the effects of a complex

perceptual gross-motor training program on a number of gross-motor and

col-l-ateral behaviours exhibited in varying situations. It should be
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noted that in order to help discern program effects from the effects

of maturation and training in the regular cl-assroom, two untrained

stud.ents were also montiored for improvement. Since the program used.

systematic application of behavioural- techmiques to train a large

nurnber of skills under a wide variety of stimul-us conditions, it was

considered possible that some generalization to untrained behaviours

and. non-training situations woul-d occur as a result of the program.

In order to thoroughly assess progïarn effects, a number of ¡enaviours

representing varying degrees of generafization were monitored for

changes in different situations

Gross-motor Behavi-our

- Movement skills in each of the 10 operant classes assessed in the

tiaining situation might conceivably improve for all- chil-dren with

practice. However, the main hypothesis of the study was that the

improvements for children receiving training would be much more dramatic

than those for untrained children and would coincide with treatment im-

plementation. Since this category of assessment measures represented

non-generalized responses, these improvements \,{ere expected to be the

greatest of all behavioural enhancements.

The gross-motor skilts exhibited in physical- education classes

might also improve more for trained than untrained children. Since

the training strategy incorporated a variety of stimulus conditions

and utilized. an approximation of a mediate generalization strategy,

generalization of the trained behaviour (forward roll-s) to this setting

was feasible. Generalization of the untrained behaviours (hopping and

skipping) was also considered possible, although it was thought that

skill level might not improve as much as for the trained behaviour.
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some generalization ï/as plausible as the training procedure incorporated

a large number of motor behaviours which would. promote generalization

to new behaviours. For the untrained response of hoppingr, generaríza-

tion coufd be promoted because other very similar responses in the

operant category of hopping receivea training. since the untrained

behaviour of skipping involved. a cross-lateral movement similar to

movements trained in crawl-ing, it was conceivabl-e that generalization

to this untrained behaviour in the u¡trained setting (i.e. ¡ thê gyrn-

nasium) might also occur.

Col]ateral Behaviours

Social Play and Compliance

Although the training program did not directry assess these be-

haviours, they did receive reinforcement in a wide ,r.riuty of situations.

social play behaviour, in addition to receiving indirect attention

through verbal skills training, had. been noted to improve in some of

the earrier behaviourar research (i.e., Johnston et al. , Lg66; Buell

et aI-, 1968) - As previously mentioned (p. l-2) , this presumably occurs

because improvement in gross-motor skil-l-s produces entry into a natural

community of reinforcement for social skills. rt was considered

plausible, therefore, that the examination of classroom data in the

present study would l-ikewise reveal- improvements in social play be-

haviours for the trained subjects. Less noticeable improvement in

social- play behaviour of untrained subjects was also considered possible,

since this behavior is thought to be subject to maturation (e.g.,

!{adsworth, L97L, p. 8g). r.mprovements in compliance behavj_ours

of the trained children might occur due to indirect training of com-

pliance in the grross-motoï program. Ho\Â?ever, such improvelment was considered
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unlikely for untrained children, because compliance is generally not

thought to be subject to rapid maturation in the age group of the present

research (e.g., Duska ç Whelan, 1975, pp.5-6;101) and classroom trainingr

procedures would not be systematically directed toward producing improvements.

Any changes in col-lateral behaviours for the trained chil-dren were

expected to be less dramatic than the changes in gross-motor behaviour

in the training situation and any changes that rnight occur in the

physícal education classes. These differences were anticipated because

it was onJ-y gross-motor behaviour which received concentrated, direct

training.

Maze-drawing

Slight improvements in maze-dra\ring behaviour might occur for ã1I

children due to the effects of maturation and classroom training. Be-

cause the behaviour did not receive any training of an incidental or

direct nature during the training program, it was considered. unlikely

that the trained children would show increases in performance above

those of the untrained group. Although maze-drawing does involve motor

skills, it was fel-t that the fine muscle movements concerned were not

similar enough to gross-motor activity to vsarrant the expectation of

generalization. It should be noted that this prediction is in direct

contrast to that of the educational perspectii¡e which views gross-

motor skills as a necessary precursor to fine-motor skills, and there-

fore would predict more dramatic improvements for the trained children.

Summary

The main hypothesis of the present study was that the gross-motor

training program would produce substantial improvement in the non-

generalized gross-motor skills of the trained subjects. It was thought
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that all chil-dren might show some improvement in generalized and non-

generalized gross-motor skills and in social pray and maze-drawing.

The improvements in the non-generalized gross-motor skitrs of the

trained children were expected. to be greater than the maturation im-

provements exhibited by the untrained children. rt was considered

possible that the trained. children núght also show greater improvements

than the untrained children with respect to generalized gross-motor

skills and sociat play behaviour. As maze-d.rawing is a fine .-an.t

than a gross-motor skil-I, it was thought that it was likel-y to sho\^l

at best maturation and practice effects-for both groups of chil-dren.

Improvements in compliance \^7ere consiclered possible for trained, but

not for untrained subjects.

The treatment-produced changes in the trained subjects were expected

to be maximal on non-generalized gross-motor responses measured in the

training setting, as these were the only behaviours directly addressed

by th.e program. Any improvements in gross-motor responding measured.

in the physical education classes were likely to be less dramatic than

those of the training situation as these behaviours represent generalized

effects of the pïogram. Correspondingly, improvements during gym classes

were considered less rikely for hopping and skipping (which were un-

trained in the program) than for forward rol-Is (which were trained. in

the program).

Social play and compliance were the only col-Iateral behaviours for

which improvements due to training were thought to be possible, as they

were the only collateral behaviours receiving indirect training. Any

improvements which might occur were expected to be of a small magni-

tude, relative to gross-motor improvements.
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}iIETHOD

Subj ects

the subjects \.{ere five preschool chifdren (four female and one

male) ranging in age from 4 lo 4.5 yrs.. Six children were origi-

nally chosen for the study, but one subject l-eft on hol-iday during

the baseline phase and never reLurned. A1l- subjects attended a public

school situated in a low-income area of centraf Winnipeg. They

chosen from a preschool class of l0 students. Prior to choosing sub-

jects, a letter explaining the experimental program was sent home to

the parent(s) or guard.ian(-s) of each student.- Selection of subjects

depended on granting of parental approval and a past record of regular

attendance at the preschool.

Training Setting and Equipment

Gross-motor training procedures f/r'ere conducted in a concourse

situated between the regui-ar cfassroom and the school gymnasium.

Specific equipment utilized in this setting varied. depending on the

tasks being trained on each partìcular day. Table 1 provides a list of

the training equipment used. Diagrams for some of the items listed heré

are provided in Appendix A, Equi¡rment required for each task is identi-

fled in the task specification of the altered Capon program (Appendix B).

Dependent Measures and Data Collection Procedure

As discussed earlier' the effects of the gross-motor training

program were examined with regard to a number of gross-.motor and coffa-

teral- behaviours. All gross-motor behaviours \^rere measured in terms of

quality or skill of performance, This type of rating occurred for only

one collateral behaviour; maze-drawing. The other collateral behaviours

were scored in terms of quantity of behaviour'
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Table I

List of Equipment Used in Modified Capon Training prograrn

Item Quantity

1. low walking board (18 cm off ground)

2- intermediate walking board (30 cm off ground)

3. high walking board (52 cm off ground)

4. coordination ladder
5. jump box with incl-ine board

6. balance rod (mop ha¡rdle)

7. scooter boards

8. Tebound net
9. launching board

-10. traffic cones
-11. rope cross-bars

12. tire hold.er

13. tumbling mats

14. waste paper basket

15. paper hoops

16. geometric shapes (4 shapes; I circle, 1 square,
1 rectangle, I triangle)

17. rubber ball
18. ropes

19. bowling pin

20. tracking ball (small plastic bal-I on cord)

2I. auto tire and stand

22. bícycle tire
23. bean bags

24. blind fold

1

1

I
I
l_

1

3

I
I
4

2

I
1

l
(f

4

I
6

I
I
1

I
10

I
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Data Collection Procedure

Assessments on all behaviours were scheduled twice weekly; however,

on three occasions special outings or school inservices resulted in the

loss of one of thescheduled assessments, and therefore only one assess-

ment was conducted that week. On three other occasions, one to t'r¡o

additional weekly assessments on the non-generalized gross-motor beha-

viours were col-Iected.. These additional assessments were undertaken be-

cause although all- the l-essons for a particular training phase had been

completed, additional data were needed to indicate that responding had.

stabilized. Stabilized. responding had to be present before proceeding

to the next phase of the research and time constraints made it infeas-

ible to wait an additional one or two weeks to- gather the data. On

both regularly sched.ul-ed. and additional- assessment days, no training

occurred. Time of d.ay was always kept constant for all of the assess-

ment measures taken on a recording day.

Non-general-ized gross-motor behaviours. The e:çerimenter (who

also functioned as the trainer) conducted the assessmenÈs of gross-motor

behaviour in the training setting. Again, although assessments occurred

in the training setting, tlrey were not conducted on training days.

These assessments occurred between 9:00 and. 10:30 a.m. Order of re-

cording children was kept constant to further mimimize confounding for

tìme of day. The children were taken one at a time to the training

setting and were asked to perforrn a series of nine tasks. These nine

tasks \^Iere representative of the 10 operant classes which were directly

trained in the motor program. The operant classes of running and jr¡np-

ing were measured in a combined task for expediency ín assessment and

because of their close association in the training program. Total
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assessment time for each child \,/as approximatley 10 to 15 min. The nine

different tasks were rated in terms of the quality of movement by means

of a behavioural- checklist (see Tal¡le 2, pp. 48-50).

Generalized gross-motor behaviours- Two observers col-lected data

in the physical education and regular classroom situations. The data

for the physical education classes were col-l-ected between t]-e hours of

10:30 alld.lI:OO a.m. Since physical education was schedul-ed daily from

Monday to Thursday, it was always an availa-ble recording situation on

assessment days. The assessment conducted during a given physicat educa-

tion class initial-ry invorved either hopping, skipping, or forward rol-rs.

Only one activity was scheduled per gym class in order to mimim-ize the

demands on the cl-assroom teacher (who conducted the activities) and to

maximize the amount of classtime for the children's regular physical

education program. After six weeks of assessing one activity per g)¡m

cLass, the number of activities assessed was increased to two per gym

class. This change was mad.e so that d.uring the fol-Iowing five weeks of

the school year enough data could be coLlected on these behaviours to

accurately assess generalization.

The teacher scheduled gym activities at the beginning of each

assessment period or¡ a rotating basis. For example, on the first day

observers entered the gymnasium to record, the hopping activity occurred.

On the next day, a non-assessment day, the teacher scheduled any activi-

ties she desired into the class. The activities may or nury not have

included those measured in assessments, as the teacher was told to fotLow

her usual curriculum irrespective of assessment procedures. On the

follow-ing day, another assessment dayr the skipping activity was assessed.

6F &lÂt\î¡TÕEA
%æ@

4/gRnntrS

Again, the teacher followed her regular schedule untilthe:next
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whereupon fl:le activity for forward ro1ls occurred.

Observers used behavioural checkl-ists to rank quality of movement.

For hopping and skípping, they each record.ed tl{o or three pre-designated

children, takìng care that the children designated to each observer

changed from assessment to assessment, so that the data of each chifd

were col-lected by two different sources. In the case of forward roll-s,

the observers record.ed the ti-ve chil-dren in an alternating fashion so that

each observer still recorded two or three children¡ but the specific

children recorded by each observer was d.etermined by the order in which

the children l-ined up for the activity.

Coll-ateral behaviours. The same observers d.iscussed above also

collected data on sociaL play and cómpliance behaviours in the regular

classroom betwen 9:00 and 10:30 ê.8., simultaneous to the observation

in the training situation. Order of recording children v/as kept constant

here also, and followed a pattern which did not conflict with the trainer's

observation schedule (.i.e., a child who was schedul-ed to be removed from

the classroom for recording in the training situation was not simul-ta-

neously scheduled for recording in the classroom). As was the case in

the gymnasirrn, the.observers waried which children they recorded so

that the data of each child were colLected by two different sources.

The observers used. a continuous IO sec. interval- recording system.

The occurrence of one of the target behavíours was scored only once in

a l0 sec. interyal. Therefore, the data for each t0 sec., interval re-

fl-ected whether or not the behaviour was noted d.uring that I0 sec. period.

observations for each child continued for a 20 min. period.

Cueing for recording interval ctranges occurred through the use of

tape recorders. T\^¡o tape recorders with ear phone attachments were used
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for independent recording by the two observers. On days when inter-

observer reli¡bil-ity checks were made, a tape recorder with a spliced

ear phone attachment was used for the reliability checks whil-e a second

tape recorder with a singJ-e ear phone atLachment was used by the observer

who was not invol-ved in the check.

Data for maze-drav/ing were coll-ected by the cl-assroom teacher and

scored. by the experimenter. . The teacher scheduled a maze-drawing acti-

vity once a week for the purpose of collecting assessment data. A

variety of mazes v/ere available in the cl-assroom and. were grouped into

sÌmple, intermediate, and difficult categories. The teacher always

presented a maze of the intermediate category first and. asked. the chil-

dren to find the correct path. This sample of maze-d.rawing was set aside

for data analysis. After this sample had been collected, the children

v/ere al-Iowed to continue maze-drawing, if they so desired, The teacher,

however, was instructed to leave the maze-drawing area, so that the

assessment procedure would not produce a situation where she was giving

more reinforcement and feedback than was typicaf for maze-drawing.

Interobserver reliabil-ity. The experimenter developed and conducted

measurements on alÌ behaviours prior to training the two classroom and

glnnnasium observers and the two individuals who conducted rel-iability

checks. During observer training interobserver relialoitities (IOR's)

were conducted directly between the two observers to ensure consistency.

Once consistency had been obtained (i.e., three consecutive IORts above

80% had occurred) and baseline measures conìmenced, IOR's were not col--

lected dírectly. This was due to the time restrictions which required

strict adherence to the recording schedufe in order for all five children

to be recorded for the day. Instead of direct comparison between the
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measurements of the two observers, a third trained observer was used

for the reliability checks in the classroom and gymnasium.

A fourth individual- who was blind to treatment manipul-ations was

used to check reliabifity of the data col-lected in the training situation

by the trainer. This was a different individual than the person used

for relia-bility checks in the cl-assroom for two reasons. First, training

and classroom assessments occurred simultaneously, so t\,vo ind.ividuals

were need.ed forIORrs. Second, if the salne person \¡¡ere to have record.ed

in both situations, she or he might have promoted generalization of . :

trained behaviours to the classroom. This might have occurred because

for the children receiving training from the experimenter, the experimenter

herself raras a t"l"tt.rt stimulus in the training situation. The individual

assisling in fOR measures \¡¡as associated with the experimenter and. hence

could have become a generalized stimulus of the training situation.

Therefore, generalization of trained behaviours might have been artific-

ially promoted, if the person collecting IOR|s had entered the classroom.

Reliabilities on maze-drawing scores vrere also calculated. This was

done by presenting the weekts data on maze-drawing to one of the observers

and having her score it. These scores \^iere compared to those already

obtained by the experimenter.

fnterobserver reliability checks were made approximately every two

weeks. Care was taken to ensure that at least one check occurred during

each phase of the .*p.ri-*.rrta1 desi-gn.

Assessment Instructions and Behavioural- Definitions

Non-generalized gross-motor behaviour. As al-ready mentioned, the

experimenter (trainer) took each child individually to the training

situation to assess performance on activities representing the 10 operant
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behaviours. Upon arriving at the training area, she told each child

that she or he could refuse to attempt an activity if afraid to do so.

(Refusal to perform an activity \das considered the l-owest l-evel of skill-ed

performance, and as such, received a score of zero.) The experimenter

then took the child to the bal-ance beam and. gave instructions for the

first task. The instructions given for each of the nine assessment tasks

varied somewhat, depending on the nature of the task. However, al1

instructions were general in nature, simply indicating the activity to

be performed and not indentifying any of the critical features of the

skilled movement. For example, in the case of the first activity,

ba1anced standing, the child was simply asked to perform a swan balance

on the beam with one foot then the other. Because many children did

not understand what was meant by such instructions, the activity was

modelled in its skilled form by the experimenter during the initial

assessments. The critical features of the skill-ed movement were not

verbalized, however, and modelling was faded quickly so that by the third

assessment, modelling of the tasks no longer occurred.

A description of each task is given below. The checklists for the

critical features of the skilled form of the movement and the method. of

assigning rating points are given in Ta-l¡l-e 2.

l-) balanced standing - The student was to perform a 3 sec,

swan balance on the intermediate bal-ance beam (30 cm off the ground.).

A s\n/an balance is a standing position where the body is supported on one

leg while the child bends forward at the waist and. extends the other leg

out behind her or him. The activity was to be performed first on the

right foot, then on the left.

2) balanced walking - The student was to walk forward, then
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backward on the intermediate balance beam while visually tracking a

swinging ball held at her or his eye level by the experimenter. The

experimenter stood at the end of the beam.

3) ball bouncing - The student was to dribble the ball with

one hand. in a "figure 8" around tv¡o traffic cones. The preferred hand

was to be used.

4) catching - The student was to stand I m in front'of a

rebound net and catch a bean bag tossed by the experimenter standing

.5 m behind her or him. The toss was directed toward the studentrs

body between the shoulders and the waist. Only tosses achieving such a

trajectory were scored. Three scorable tosses occurred.

* 5) throruing - The student was to use the preferred hand to

execute two overhand throws of a bean bag against a rebound. net 1.5 m

away. The bean bag was to land within the boundaries of a target

(approximately 65 cm x 65 cm) designated on the netting. The experimenter

stood behind the rebound net to score.

between

down the

between

6) crawling - The child was to crawl on hands and knees

the rungs of a ladder lying flat on a mat.

7) rolling - The child \,¡as to execute two forward rolls

length of a mat. She or he was to pause for at least I sec.

rol-Is.

8) hopping - The student was to stand on the preferred. foot,

hop over a crossbar, la¡rd in a hoop on her or his take-off foot' and

pause. Then she or he was to hop sequentially through two more tires.

9) running and junping - The child was to run up the incline

board of the jump box, jump off the box, and land. in a bicycle tire

placed on the fIoor. The activity was begun from a point 3 m away from
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Table 2

Behavioural Checklists for Scoring Gross-motor Activities *

Activity I - BALANCED STANDïNG scoRE - /Lo
Left footRight foot

. attempts activity attempts activity
foot,shoul-ders,hips in line foot,shourders,hips in rine

' body parallel to ground body parallel to ground

arms held out arms held out
position hel-d 3 sec. position held. 3 sec.

ActiviLy 2 - BALANCED VIALKTNG SCORE - /IO
Forward Backward

attempts activity attempts activity
shouldersrhips,feet in line shoulders,hiÞsrfeet in l_ine

arms held out arms held out
eyes (not head) follow balf eyes (not head) folfow ball
no pausing or falling no pausing or falling

Activity 3 - BALL BOUNCING SCORE - /tO
attempts activity one hand. used during aII or
ball is pushed(not dropped, slapped) part of the activity
traffic cones rounded within a .5m same hand used throughout
path ball- maintained throughout
no pausing ball lost only once or less
one hand used throughout correct pattern('lfigure 8,')

Activity4-CATCHING SCORE- /IO
Throw

1st 2nd 3rd

hand catch and hold
scoop catch and .hold or hand catch and hofd

balance maintained

attempts all of activity
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Tal¡l-e 2. Behavioural checklists for scoring gross-motor activities

continued. . .

Activity 5 - THROVíTNG

First throw

attempts activity
hand moves in straight path

wrist snaps

foot steps forward

bean bag hits target

Activity 6 - CRAWLïNG

scoR_E - /Lo
Second throw

attempts activity
hand moves in straight path

wrist snaps

'foot steps forward

bean bag hits target

scoR-E - /Lo
attempts activity _ladder touched once or l-ess

hands point forward ladder touched twice or less
calves straight behind l-ateral pattern repeated

limbs placed, not dragged throughout
ladder not touched by hands, knees no pausing

one pause or less

ActivityT-ROLLTNG SCORE- /LO

First roll Second roll
attempts activity attempts activity
correct start position _correct start position
(squatting, feet and hands pointing straight ahead, hands flat on mat)

back of head placed on mat back of head þlaced on mat

body remains tucked body remains tucked

roll is straight ro11 is straight

ActivityS-HOPPING SCORE- /LO

Hop over cross bar Additional hops

attempts activity attempts actiwity
only preferred. foot touches gror:nd only preferred foot touches
pauses after landing ground

hands do not touch the floor only I hop per circle
body alignment straight hands do not touch floor

body alignment straight
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Ta-b1e 2. Behavioural checklists for scoring gross-motor activities

continued.. .

Activity 9 - RUNNING AND finvIPING

RUNNÏNG

On floor
attempts activity
arm movement present

runs in stráight path

feet do not fling out to side

scoRE - /Lo
On incline

attempts activity
arm movement present

no hesitation on incl-ine
feet do not fling out to side

arm movement parallel to sides arm movement parallel to sides
(back and forth - arms do not cross midline in front of body).

JUMPTNG _ SCOR.E- /IO
attempts activity knees bend at landing
activity attempted from a run (calves at 45" angle to floor)
both feet take off box at same time hands do not touch ground.

both feet land at same time body does not touch ground

correct arm movement lands in target

.__., _(elbows bend,start behind body) no torque or veering,lands
straight

x Each check mark equals a score of one point.
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the incline.

Generalized gross-motor behaviour. As these activities were conduct-

ed by the regular cfassroom t.eacher in the gymnasium, al_I instructions

were given by her. As was the case with the non-generalized behaviours,

instructions varied depending on the specific activity. A description

of the instructions, actiüity, and scoring method for each activity

fol1ows.

f) forward ro1ls - This behaviour was tested and scored as for

the non-generalized form, except that the teacher executed the test. She

had the children form a line at the end of the mat and one at a time,

'they executed at least two forward rolls down the length of the mat,

pausing between ro1ls. Only the first two roll-s were scored.

2) hopping - The teacher told the students to line up in a

row side by side. She told them they were going to do a hopping exercise

and that when she gave the instruction, they were to take one hop

forward on their preferred. foot, then I>ause:on their hopping foot until'she

instructed them to hop again. The teacher gave thelnstruiÈion to hop 10

times in a row, pausing for a-bout 1 sec. after every hop. She then told

the children to rest for a few seconds before she repeated the exercise.

She ran this exercise a minimum of three times to a1low the two observers

to record their two or three designated children. Pauses between the

three trials gave the children a rest and allowed the observers to

prepare the'checklist for the next child.

Defining characteristics of skilled hopping remained the same as

for the non-generalized movement (i"e", only preferred foot touches the

grouad, body alignment is maintained, hands d.o not touch the floor), except

the requirement to pause between hops was added. Scoring was different,
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however, in that the chil-dren simply earned one point for every instance

of a skil-led hop. This al-teration in scoring was made as the cross bar

and tires were eliminated from this activity to make it more consistent

with the situation in the regular physical education class.

3) skipping - This v¡as executed in a manner simil-ar to the hop-

ping exercíse in that the children lined up and performed the exercise

at l-east three times, pausing between tria1s. Each exercise involved

skipping half the width of the gymnasium, therefore, the teacher only

had to instruct the children as to when to start and stop the skipping.

The defining characteristics of skilled skipping and the method for

scoring the behaviour are given in Table 3.

Collateral behaviours. These behaviours, except for maze-drawing,

were simply recorded as they occurred ín the classroom and therefore,

no instructions were invoLved.

1) social play - PIay behaviour was defined as being either

isolate, proximal, or social in quality. For each interval in which

a chil-d was playing alone (i.e., no one was within 2 m of the child),

an "I" (isolate play) \4ras recorded in the appropriate 10 sec. interval of

the recording sheet, For each interval in which the child was playing

in the proximity of another child (i.e., within 2 m of another child) ,

but was not making verbalizations to another child., a rrPr' (proximal play)

r¡/as recorded in the interval. Social play was defined as periods of

play in which a child verbalized to another child irrespective of proxim-ity.

Each time an instance of .social play occurred, an "S" \^ias recorded in the

respective interval. If a child switched from one type of play to another

during an interval, the highest form of play was recorded (isolate play

was the lowest form, proximal play was intermediate, and social play was
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Table 3

Behavioural Checklist for Scoring Skipping Activity

uses step-hop pattern both sides _feet move back and forth
uses step-hop pattern at least in straight path
one side arms move back and forth
swinging arm movement present in straight path

arm movement opposite foot movement elevation on hop,no shuffle
path travelled is straight no jerking or pausing

no tripping or falling

Each check mark equals a score of one point. SCORE - /IO
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considered the highest). The final measure for this category of behaviour

was expressed as percentage of total- time spent in social pfay.

2) compliance - This was defined as the redirection of behaviour

in accordance with a directed statement from the teacher. Directed

statements coul-d be suggestions or conmands as long as they specified the

production of a behaviour not being displayed or the cessation of a

behaviour which was being displayed. Each time the teacher gave an

instruction either to the child or the whole class, a "t" was recorded

in the respective interval. If the child followed. the instruction

either in the same 10 sec", interval or in the interval following, a

check mark was recorded. The final- measure for this category was

expressed in terms of percentage of instructions followed.

3) maze-drawing - As indicated earlier @-aa), the teacner

prompted children asking them to come and do maze-drawing with her.

Upon presentation of the mazes, the teacher asked the children to find

the correct path and to show it to her by drawing it \^rith the pencil

provided. She told the chitdren to be very careful to stay within the

lines of the maze which designated the path.

Scores for maze-drawing were calculated by counting (a) the

number of times the child's pencil mark touched the sides of the maze

and (b) the number of times the child's pencil mark actually crossed

over the side of the maze. The final measure for this category was the

total error score.

Training Procedure

Once the five children had been selected, a period of baseline

recording occurred where dependent measures were taken in accordance with

the regular data collection procedures. Once baselines had been estab-
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lished for al-l five chil-dren, they were assigned. to a treatment or non-

treatment group. TÌso factors were considered when determining group

assignment. First, revel of basel-ine responding on non-generafized

gross-motor behaviours was examined to detect any sub;jects who had

exceptionally high baselines. one such subject was detected (Ezra).

He was subsequentially assigned to the non-treatment group, as such high

baseline leve1s limited the potential to demonstrate improvement d.ue to

treatment.

The second. factor which was considered. invol-ved matching of subjects

with regard to baseline skill levels of non-generalized gross-motor

performance. This was done to attain relative equality between treatment

and non-treatment groups. Baseline level-s were exanrined and matching

was possible for al-l four operant groups of non-g-enerafized gross-motor

behaviour. Three children were assigned to the treatment group while the

other two were assigned to the non-treatment control. The latter two

chil-dren continued to receive baseline assessment throughout the experiment

white the three treatment children came to the training area as a group

three d.ays a week to participate in the perceptual gross-motor program.

îraining occurred between the hours of 9:00 and l-0:30 a.m. and varied

in duration from a minimum of one hal-f hour to a maximum of one and a

half hours, d.epending on how much skill training was necessary for the

various acLivities.

Session prefiminaries

with

al-l-

All

Upon entry to the training situation, the chil_dren were assisted

any necessary clothing adjustments. Regular ctothing was worn by

children, but bulky sweaters or other excess apparel was removed.

chil-dren were asked to remove their shoes and socks to increase safety
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of movement on the training equipment. Before proceeding to the first

station, children were reminded that if they were afraid. to attempt

the task at hand, they were not required to do so-.

Training C'omponents

The training components recommended for the capon prograln were

encorporated and expanded in the training procedure used here. An addi-

tional behavioural technique not suggested by Capon was also incfuded..

The components suggested by Capon were instruction on correct technique,

modelling, shaping, physica] guidance and fading of physicar guidance.

sociaf reinforcement, and train-to-criterion. The added component in this

traÍning procedure was d.escriptive and corrective feedback- In addition,

the component of instruction on correct technique was expanded so that

the critical features of the skilled movement were not only identified

by the instructor, but also were trained as verbaf mediators for the chil-dren.

In introducing each st.ation, the experimenter first briefly des-

cribed. the activity to be performed, then identified the critical features

of the skil-Ied movement in detail. For example, when training a child to

wal-k on the high bal-ance beam, the experimenter said.: "I¡lhil-e you are

walking on the beam, remember to stand up straight so that your shoul-ders,

hips, and feet -." in a straight tine. Hofd your arms away from your

body and d.onrt pause or fafl-." The experimenter then modetled the task,

again verbal-izing the critical features of the movement.

Each child, in turn, then had the opportunity to attempt the task.

The order in which the children attempted the task was rotated. As

each chil-d attempted the task, the other two chil"dren v/ere encouraged to

watch, so as to benefit from the peer modelling as wel-l_.

tr{hen a chil-d had difficulty in executing a task or refused to try a
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task, several steps were taken to shape the desired behaviour. one

shaping strategy invol-ved the modification of equipment or tasks such

that they required less skilled movement. In the example of training

balanced walking on the high beam, the experimenter modified the equip-

ment by moving the child to the 1ow level beam and trying the activity

there. For some activities equipment was not easily modified. A task

requiring the child to walk and dribble the ball was such an activity.

This task was shaped by breaking the task down into simpler components

and training the task in small steps. The chird was asked. to first

master a bounce and catch while walking, then to try dribbling the ball

while standing, then to dribble the ball while wal-king.

In addition to shaping through modifying equipmçrnt and. tasks,

child.ren having difficutty with a task were offered physical guid.ance.

fn the case of training walking on the high beam, the experimenter often

straddled the beam and held both of the child's hands prompting and rein-

forcing successive approximations to forward steps. Once the child could

manage this, physical guidance was faded to support with one hand, then to

standing nearby, and. finally to standing at further and. further distances

unti1 the child was walking the beam alone.

The experimenter provided many prompts regarding the critical

features of the task and actually trained the children in the use of

verbal mediators before activities v¡ere reviewed and while the chil-dren

were practicing them. Often before beginning a series of activities, the

trainer would sit down with the children and discuss the critical feat-

ures of the skilled. movements in the activities of concern for that day

and in all operants traíned prior to that point. For example,, on a day

where throwing activities were reviewed the experimenter would say:
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"What do you have to remember when throwing the bean bag?" If the chil-

dren needed additional prompts they were given (e.g., ,'Inlhere do you put

your hand to start?"). should the additional- prompts be insufficient,

the experimenter gave the chitdren the answer, then asked the question

again so the chil-dren could ariswer (e.g., "You start with your hand by

your ear. Now...where do you put your hand to start?") . Once the chil-

dren coul-d identify all the critical- features of throwing, the critical

features of prevì-ously trained tasks (e.g., balanced standing and walking,

rolling, crawling, hopping, bouncing, and catching) would be reviewed in

the same fashion.

Traininq of verbal medi ators also occurred while the child was

practicing movements in various activities. For example, while the chitd

was walking on the balance beam, the experimenter said, "You are supposed

to be doing something with your hands. Do you remember what that is?

You are looking at your feet. Where should you be looking?" In this

fashion, the experimenter not only trained the chitdren in med.iate

generalization but also gave corrective feedback.

Social reinforcement and d.escriptive feedback were also given for any

improvements in the chiLd's movement pattern. Again, using the example

of the balance beam, a child who mad.e the corrections specified in the

preced.ing paragraph woul-d have been to1d, "Good.! You have moved your

arms so that they exÈend away from your body to help you balance. You

are looking ahead. now, too, as you shoul-d. be. You are doing a really

good job!" Besides social reinforcement through verbal approval,

physical reinforcement was also given. Upon getting off the balance

beam, the child descriSed above would have been given a pat on the head

or a hug.
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above,

employeda train-to-criterion proced.ure v/as used. Each training session

a variety of stations for training different activities. At each station

a different l-essgn consisting of one to five activities was taught.

Training continued until- all ch-ifdren had achieved a perfect performance

or had executed three trials of the task. At this point the next station

was trained. When a}l- children had reached criterion performance on an

activity, that activity was eliminated from future training sessions.

When alt activities êt a station had. been performed to criterion by all

children, the station was eliminated from future sessions and a new one

was introduced.

Exceptions to the above criterion were made in training the activi-

ties which were measured in the assessments of non-generalized g,ross-motor

behaviour. When one of these nine activities was being trained., the three

trial limit \das suspend.ed. Trjals were repeated until all subjects had

reached perfect performance on these tasks. This stringent criterion

was not used for afl activities for two reasons. First, since the main

purpose of the additional activities was to provide different stimuti

and different responses to promote generalization, perfect mastery of

the activities was not considered essential-. Second, time constraints

l-imited the amount of repetition which could be devoted to a particular

activity. Some of the activities \^zere so difficult that even the experi-

menter coul-d not master them; therefore, it seemed unl-ikey that the

chifdren could master thsn before the school- year ended..

The criterion for perfect performance on a given activity was deter-

mined through use of the behavioural checkl-ists in Table 2 (see pp. 48-50)

Once al-l the critical features of a given oprant response were displayed
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during execution of the activity, performance criterion was reached.

For example, once all three children could walk on the balance beam

keeping shoulders, hips, and feet in line, arms hefd away from the body

and syss ahead, without pausing or fal-ling off the beam, the activity was

terminated.. A new activity such as walking backwards on the beam, took

its place in the next session.

Contingencies for Participation in Training Sessions

Because the training proced.ure described here required the young

subjects to attend rather carefully for long periods of time, it was felt

that some reinforcement should be detivered to encourage the children to

participate for the duration of the session. A variety of tangible rein-

forcers (e.9., colourful stickers, balloons, wafer cookies) were made

available for this purpose. The use of activity reinforcers was initially

consid.ered, but this strategy was -rejected because of time constraints and

because many of the childrenrs favorite activities woul-d have provided

additional practice on gross or fine-motor skills- Tt was felt that such

additional practice would confound the results of the study.

fn order to avoid a situation where only three of the chiLdren in the

preschool class had the privilege of earning these special reinforcers, it was

decided that all children in the cl-ass would be given such treats after each

training session. This strategy, in addition to avoiding unhappy responses

from untrained children, had the advantage of keeping reinforcement con-

stant for the trained children and their matched controls.

It was expl.ained ,to the chil-dren that they could earn their treats

by helpi¡g either the experimenter or the cl-assroom teacher. The trained

chil-dren would earn their treats b1r going with the experimenter to prac-

tice their exercises, while the other children wouLd earn treats by stay-
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ing in the cl-ass.roem and. playing w-ith the teacher. once in the training

situation, the three trained child.ren were told that in order to help

they had to pay attention to the o<perimenter and to compl-y to instructions

They were told they would be given three warnings to help them remember

how to help' hut that if after three warnings they were still not being

helpful they would have to return to the classroom and would not be alcle

to earn a treat. It was explaíned. that they were free to return to the

clas:sroom at any time if they wished, but that they coul-d not earn a

treat unless they stayed until the end of the training session.

Order of Task Introduction

The trainÍng lessons w-ere irnplenented in a different order from that

suggested by Capon. Unlike the Capon program, a sequential modification

procedure was used. This alteration was made because the training proce-

dure utilized here wa.s more intense than Caponrs recommended procedure.

It requÍred a rather stringent, criterion of skilled performance on some

activitÌes and it trained verbal mediators for different operant movements.

Giyen these increased denlands, it was thought that the standard Capon

procedure, which- trains: all operant movements throughout the program,

ruould (toyerload" th-e student by requiring too many behaviours to be

learned at once. To ayoid this problem, only two to three operant classes

were trained at a time.

Although the order of introducing lessons was modified by selecting

only those lessons which invol-yed the operant response classes presently

being trained, the order of presentìng activities concerning those res-

IÐnse cl-as:ses corresponded to the standard Capon program. For example,

in training bal-anced s.tanding and walking, the capon program \¡¡as sur-

yeyed to find the firstlesson where balanced stand.ing, balanced walking,
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or both v/ere trained. This lesson \.^/as trained first in the modified

program a1so. The second lesson for the modified prograln was chosen

by continuing to look through the standard program until the second

' lesson involving these operants was found- This procedure continued

unBil- all Iessons involving balanced standing, balanced walking, or both

had been for¡nd.

Thq order in whích the operants were trained is as follows: (a) bat-

anced standing and balanced walking; (b) rolling, hopping, and crawling;

(c) bouncing, catching, and throwing. The fourth operant groupr mnning

and jumping, did not receive training.

The reasons for grouping the operants in this particular fashion was

mainly that these activities often occurred together in lessons. The 
_

second group: rolling, hopping, and crawling was the exception. These

three operants were the ones remaining after the others had been grouped

accord.ing to the above rule.

The order of training the operant groups was chosen because of time

constraints. Balanced standing and walking were trained first because

they consisted of the fewest number of lessons (i.e., I8) and could there-

fore be trained relatively quickly, leaving more time for training two

more operant groups. Ro11ing, hopping, and crawling were trained second

because they incorporated only 35 l-essons in comparison to nrnning and

jumping which involved 53 lessons. Although bouncing, catching, and throw-

ing encompassed only 25 lessons, training on this group was delayed. This

delay occurred because it was thought that this group of behaviours would

be particularly difficul-t to train because of the complex coordination

skills involved.. The original intention was to leave borxrcing, catching,

and throwing as the fourth, untrained operant group and to train running
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and jurnping third. However, a high baseline on mnning and jumping for

two subjects and an increasing baseline for the third made this strategiy

unr^¡ise. Bouncing, catching, and throwing was therefore trained third

and mnning and jumping was maintained. on basel-ine.

There are a number of lessons in the Capon 0975) progran which in-

volve combinations of operants which are inconsistent with the groupings

employed here. For example, a number of activities involve bor:ncing,

catching and throwing balls while engaging in balanced walking. Tn the

revised Capon program, these lessons were included in training once

all components of the lessons had. begun to receive training. The activity

exemplified above was therefore included in the training of the third

group of operants. A lesson involving bal-anced walking, crawling,

throwing and catching was trained in the third operant groupalso. fhismethod

of training lessons resul-ted in continued training and review of earlier

operants when moving on to training of new groups of operants. The

activities involved in the various lessons, the order of training lessons,

and the equipment util-ized are specified in Appendix B.

Research Desigln

Research design considerations provided a second reason for the pro-

gram modifications described above. A combination of a non-treatment

control and a multiple basel-ine across behaviours design was utilized.

In order to implement the multiple baseline component of this design,

subjects had to receive training on the operant groups of behaviours in

the separate, sequential manner described above.

Rational-e for Design Choice

One of the most relevant factors leading to choice of this design

was the practical limitations of col-lecting 16 dependent measures for
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al1 subjects within the 2 L/2 hr. period in which the preechoolers r,rere

available. Such restrictions necessitated the involvement of a minimum

number of subjects and therefore eliminated the possibility of using a

multiple baseline across groups of subjects.

Basel-ines across individual-s was avoided as the one-to-one training

procedure which woul-d have resufted from this approach would have been

inconsistent with the typical- educational situation. As mentioned earlier,

one of the purposes of the research was to exanrine a training situation

which was consistent with educational practice and resources. One-to-one

training situations are rare in public school settings and thus it was

decided that training should occur in sma1l groups producing a situation

which is more consistent with educational practice. 
_

As one of the objectives of the study was to assess the generalization

produced. by the training procedure itself, a multiple baseline across

situatíons design was infeasible. Some generalization to the other set-

tings was expected, therefore independence of situations \,vas questionable.

Reversal design possibilities were eliminated, as once á skill- was-trained,

it was neither desirabl-e nor likely to reverse. In addition, pauses in

treatment were considered undesirable as they would have reduced the

amou¡rt of time avail-able for training the children and might have jeopar-

dized generalizatign by limiting the wariety of stimul-us situations and

behaviours to be trained.

Although some generalization across behaviours was considered

possible (as discussed pp. 35-36,38 ), the multiple baseline across be-

haviours design was not anticipated to be weakened should generalization

occur. fhe design would have been weakened if improvements on remaining

baselines occurred after treatment cornrnenced on previous operant groups.
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Since the four operant groups consisted of behaviours which were quite

dissimilar, generalization across operant groups was not expected. Train-

ing on one operant group therefore, was not l-ikely to effect the base-

lines of the remaining operant groups. Hence, the multiple baseline

across behaviours designwas expected to and, indeed, díd remain a viable

tool for assessing treatment effects.

Impl-ementation of the Design

Baseline recording commenced on all five subjects simultaneously.

For the two subjects comprising the control group, the basel-ine condition

was maintained throughout tire experiment. These subjects would be

screened for motor deficits and wouLd r:eceive perceptual gross-motor

training in the following academic year.

The baseline phase on balanced standing and balanced watking ternui-

nated for the three remaining subjects when stable or downward. trends

were noted for aI1 subjects with regard to gross-motor behaviour. At this

point, treatment was implemented on this operant pair while baseline for

the other three operants continued. After all the lessons specific to the

first operant group had been Èrained and an upward trend or stable'

improved responding, of treated subjects was observed, treatment on the

next group of operants: rolling, hopping, and craw1ing commenced. Again,

basetine on the remaining two groups continued. When all fessons on roll-

ing, hopping, and crawling had been trained and upward or stable, improved

trends were noted, treatment on bouncing, catching, and throwing commenced.

Running and jumping remained on basel-ine until termination of the study.

Treatment was not implementeil here because' as mentioned (p. O¡), the

baseline for this behawiour was increasing for one treatment subject and

the baselines were at fairty high levels for the other subjects. It was
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felt that implementation of treatment on running and jumping would show

l-ess dramatic changes in behaviour in comparison to the other two oper-

ant groups because of these problematic baselines. Therefore, it was

decided to keep this operant group on baseline, aÌlowing intrasubject

comparisons of treated and untreated behaviours.

Probes for General-ized Gross-motor and Co]Iateral Behaviours

Because the purpose of the assessments conducted in the gymnasium

and in the classroom \dere to assess gereralization effects of the revised

Capon program, no training and therefore no research design was imple-

mented with regard to these behaviours. Instead, generalization probes

were taken regularly throughout al-I phases of the study. Examination of

changes in the behavioural trends correspondlng to different training

phases was one feature allowing assessment of generalization for trained

subjects. Comparison of data from trained subjects to untrained subjects

was the second feature employed for detecting general-ization due to train-

ing.

R.ESULTS

Observer Relia-bility

Gross-motor Behaviour

Interobserver reliabilities for gross-motor behaviour were calcufated

by dividing the number of agreements (checkmark by checkmark) by the

number of agreements plus disagreemenËs and then mul-tiplying by 100. For

the non-generalized gross-motor behaviours, reliabilities ranged from

79.0 to 94.72. I"lean rate of agreement on each of the four operant groups

of behaviours was as follov¡s: balanced standing and walking - 84.6*"¡

rolling, hopping and crawling - 83.22; bouncing, catching and throwing -

88.9%¡ running and jumping - 86.Ie". Reliability, Ëherefore, remained
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yery cl-ose to the accepted range of 80_ to I00% (Hartmann, L977) .

Reliabilities for the generatized gross-notor activities which

were assessed in the gymnasir:rn ranged from 60 to 1002. The ]ow relia-

bility of 60? occurred on the first retia-bility check for forward rolls.

This problem was corrected by reviewing the behavioural- checkl-ist with

observers and clarifying components of the skil-l-ed movement. Atl

subsequent fOR's ranged from 80 to l_OO.e". Mean rates of agreement on

rol-fìng, hopping, and skipping were 80, 100, and 93.3% respectively-

Collateral Behaviors

For the collateral behaviours of social play and compliance, relia-

bility was calculated by using the statistic phi (ø). phi is a product-

moment correl-ation between two sets of dichotomous (occurrence- nonoccurr-

ence data. It ranges from -L.0 through 0.0 to +1.0. Phi equal to 0.0

indicates an absence of relationship between two obserrret=' ratings, and

phi equal to *1.0 indicates complete agreement (c.f. Hartmann, L977).

The statistic phi was used. in calculating reliability on collateral-

b.eha¡¡iours because several features of these collateral- data would have

made the typical occurrence and,/or non-occurrence reliability calculation

unrepresentative of.the actual degr.ee of observer agïeement. occurrence

reliability on these behaviours would not be representative of agreement

because the behaviours of concern v/ere of quite low frequency and diffi-

cult to detect. Using this measure, one disagreement between observers

would lower rel-ia-bility substantiall-y. Calculating occurrence and non-

occurrence reliability, however, would. have inflated the reliability

estimate such that complete disagreement on occurrences could be present,

yet agreement on non-occurrence woul-d be high enough to result in an

estimate of reliability a-bove 80%. The statistic phi seemed to crver-
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come these probl-emsr âs in calculating phi the proportion of observer agree-

ments on occurrence and non-occurrence is corrected for the proportion of ex-

pected or "chance" agireement (Hartmann,L977). Thus, phi could be used to

estimate reliability on both occuïrence and non-occurrence \,/ithout being

artificalfy inffated by the non-occurrence agreement.

For social play behaviour, phi ranged from .gr to r.oo. The mean phi

cal-culated for this behaviour was .92. Therefore, reliability for social

pray was comfortably within the accepted range of .60 to l.oo (Gelfand

& Hartmann, L975, p. 2L9).

Observer agireement for compliance behaviour ranged from O.O to'.93

with the mean phi equalling .69. Observer agreement for compliance was

calcul-ated in a conservative manner as agreement on the occurrence of an

instruction was required .= t.lt as agreement on the occurence of com-

pliance. (Agreement on compliance arone was l.oo.) The phi of o.o

occurred. during one reliahitity check when the subject being observed

received only one instruction. One observer recorded the occurrence of

an instruction while the other did noÈ. This resul-ted in zero agreement

on occurrences of the response and therefore a phi of O.O.

Compliance was a difficult behaviour to record., as it required that

the observer hear the instruction to determine if it were followed. In

the noisy preschooÌ cl-assroom this was often impossible. fn instances

such as this, when behaviours are difficult to detect, occur infrequently,

are quite variable, and are expected to show smal1 magnitudes of change,

higher interobserver reliability shoul-d be required. before assessing treat-

ment effects (e.9., Hartmann, L977). fherefore, for compliance a phi of

.80 or higher was considered to define the acceptable ïange. on two

occasions (in addition to the occasion when a phi of o.o occurred) phi

dropped below .80 to .66 and .72, indicating that reliability 1$¡as a prob-
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lem for compliance behaviour. Ho\,vever, it soon became evident that

other methodological problems in measurement of compliance would lead

to few concl-usions being drawn on the basis of these data. The low re-

ì-iability of compliance, therefore, was no longer an issue of concern-

Reliabilities for maze-drawing were calcul-ated by placing the

lower error score obtained for the maze-drawing sample over the higher

total and multiplying by 100. Reliability on maze-drawing ranged from

84.6 to 96-8%. f"fean rate of agreement was 92.1-s".

Non-General-ized Gross-motor Performance

The dependent measure for non-general-ized gross-motor performance

is stated in terms of the total score on the behavioural checkl-ist for

each group of operant behaviours. For balanced standing and walking and

for running and jumping the total possible score is 20 points. Rolling,

hopping, and. crawling and. bouncing, catching, and throwing each have a

total possible score of 30 points. The subjects' raw checklist scores

for each of the l-0 indiwidual oprant behaviours are given in Appendix C.

Trained Subjects

As previousJ-y mentioned (p. 55), three of the five children were

assigned to the treatment group while the other two children were

maintained on baseiine to serve as matched controls. Each of the treated

subjects will- be examined individually first, then the control subjects

will be examined and compared to the treated subjects with regard to

the measures on which they were matcheil.

Apri1. Figure I represents the non-general-ized gross-motor data for

april. Basetine l-evels of responding are fairly l-ow for April. being at

mean levefs of 40 to 45>" of. the total possible score on rolling, hopping.

and crawling and on bouncing, catching, and throwing. For balanced stand-

ing and walking and for running and junping/ mean baseline levels are
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even lower (2O and' 32?"' respectively), although baseline on ru¡ning and

jumping eventual-l-y increases to 50% of the possible total . I¡iith the

exception of running and jumping, baselines tend not to increase, but

typically fl-uctuate within a five point ïange

For all- three operant groups which received training, increases in

the totaL behaviour checklist score occur subsequent to commencement of

training procedures. For bal-anced sta¡ding and walking, the increase is

gradual, one overlapping data point is present, and steady improvement

does not occur until after the ninth assessment. At this point, however,

improvement is dramatic and., with the exception of the l-ast assessment,

responding becomes relatively stalrle at a mean score of 14.2 points in

comparison to the mean baseline score of 4 points. This represents a.-

mean improvement of 10.2 points.

The delay in improvement in balanced standing and walking for April

is likery d.ue to two factors. First, April was iIl for a short period

after training commenced. In particular, she missed training sessions

just prior to the seventh assessment, suggesting that this may have

contributed to the low data point which overlaps with baserine. The

second, and perhaps more influential factor involves the order of training

activities for this operant group. Most of tJre activities trained. in this

group involved balanced walking. The few l-essons on balanced standing

which occurred early in the training progratn were easily mastered. in

comparison to the difficul-t assessment task of performing a swan balance.

Therefore, litt,le improvement in swa¡r balances occurred during the first

few assessments and the total score was therefore supressed. Once training

on s\Á/an balances commenced, the d.ramatic improvement in total score occurred.
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Rolling' hopping, and crawling show dramatic improvement directly

after training commenced. Basefine scores fluctuate around a mean score

of 13 points, while scores after training vary around a mean of. 23.6

points, representing a mean improvement of 10.6 points.

Bouncing, catching, and throwing also show dramatic improvement

after traíning began. From a relatively stable mean baseline score of

12.6 points, responding shows a sharp upward. trend after treatment.

Alttrough the first data point after treatment overlaps with baseline, the

increase in total score is sharp e.nough to indicate improvement due to

treatment. Because the upward trend continues and. there is no stabilization

within a specific ïange, the mean training score of 22.8 is a conservative

estimate of improvement. rt appears, then, that a mean improvement of

at least 10.2 points occurred.

When comparisons of performance on trained. operant.groups are made to

performance of the untrained group of running and jumping, distinct

differences in performance are evident. Even though there is a noticeable

increase in the behaviour checkl-ist scores for running and jumpíng,

performance stabilizes at a meanof50% of the total possibre score,

representing a l-evel. simitar to the basel-ines of the other operant groups.

It should be noted that the increase in Aprilrs performance score

for running and jumping was not primarily due to improvements in running

and jumping skills. During the first assessment for Aprir, the jumpbox

used in the activity shifted slightry as she approached the top of the

incline board reading onto the box. At this point Apri] refused to

continue the activity. ln the next several assessments she refused

to attempt all or parts of the task. After many assessments where the

jumpbox remained stable during the running and jumping activity, April
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agreed. to attempt the entire task. This point in ti:ne is represented in

the sixteenth assessment. At this point, performance stabifizes at a low

skilt level. Therefore, although the untrained operant groups shows im-

provement over tirne. skilf of performance did not increase significantly

and terminaf checklist scores are much l-ower than those obtained for

trained operant groups.

Jane. Figure 2 shows the non-general-ized gross-motor scores for Jane.

Jane's baseline l-evels are at means of 40 to 50% of the total possible score

for the operant group with the exception of running and jumping where the

basel-ine is slightly higher (i.e., 642). All basel-ines are fairly stable

with the exception of rol-ting, hopping, and crawling which shows a stight

downward trend,

As was the case for april, increases in Janets total behaviour check-

list score for each of the three operant giroups 
"otr."norrd to the conmence-

ment of training on the group. For balanced standing and walking no over-

lapping data points are present, but again, improvement ís graduate and. sharp

upward movement is not present until the ninth assessment. Un1ike Aprit, the

delay in Jmprovement of Janets scores.dces not seem to be due to the delay in

training the ¡¿1¿¡sed standing assessment task. Examination of the separated

data (-see Appendir< C) revea]s that Janers scores on balanced watking'are

very similar to those on balanced standing. Jane seemed to initially ex-

perience more d.ifficulty on the balanced wal-king task and less difficulty on

balanced standing in comparison to the other two trained subjects. Janers

responding on balanced standing and walking eventually stabilized at a mean

score of f6.8, which is 8.3.points over the mean baseline levef of 8.5 points.

Rolling, hopping, and crawling show irûrnediate and dramatic improvement

upon commencement of training. From a mean baseline rate of L2-4 poínts,

Jane's score jurops to amean of 25.4 points and eventually stabilizes..

above this level. This represents a subst.antial- mean improvement of 13 points.
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Bouncing, catching, and throwing also show improvement over baseline.

though much less dramatically than for the other t\¡¡o operant groups.

Ja¡e shows a high point early in the baserine phase which overraps

with the first assessment of the treatment. Hor¡¡ever, a steadily

increasing trend in the data fo]lows. From a mean baseline score of

15.0 points, bouncing, catching, and throwing underwent a mean improve-

ment of 6.3 points in assessments d.uring the training phase. However,

responding did not stabil.'i-ze, and an upward trend is present, suggesting that

further assessment may have revea1ed even greater improvement.

Comparison of performance on trained operant groups to that on the.

u¡rtrained group of run¡ing and jumping again ind.icates differences.

Jane I s baseline for running and jumpirrn r." high but rel-ativel-y stable.

No distinct upward trend is present in contrast to the crear upward

trends in the other groups during the training phase. AIso, terminal

score levels (i.e., mean score of last 3 data points) for running and

jumping are lower than for the other operant groups. Scores

for ru¡ning and jumping fluctuate around a mean of 65å of the total

possible score in comparison to the terminal levels on the other groups

which are 76 to 90% of the total possiJcle score.

Charmaine. Figure 3 shows that Charmainets mean baseline scores are

45 to 50% of the total- possible score. As was the case for Jane,

charmaine's scores on n¡nning and jumping are the exception, being 60%

of the total possible score. Baselines are fairJ-y stable although slight

upward drifts are present for rol1ing, hopping, and crawling and for

bouncing, catching, and throwing.

Unlike April and. Jane, Charmainets data shows a more ínrnediate
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increase in performance subsequent to coÍmencement of training on balanced

standing and walking. It should be noted, however, that Charmaine

remained on base1ine for a longer period than April and Jane. Charmaine's

baseline ùas extended. because she was absent from school and missed the

first treatment session. Upon her return, her assessment data showed an

upward jump in comparison to the sharp downward trend noted before her

absence. Therefore treatment was delayed until the downward trend was

again present. Although Charmainets improvement appears more immediate,

a sharp increase in her data is also noticeable at the ninth assessment

suggesting that the delay in training swan balances also had an effect here.

performance on bafanced standing and walking rises from a mean baseline

score of 9 points to a mean training phase score of L6.6¡ indicating a

mean increase of 7.6 points.

Despite the upward drift in baseline for rolling, hopping, and

crawling, an immed.iate treatment effect is quite noticeable. From a mean

baseline score of 15.6 points, Charmaine improved to a mean score of 25.O.

Thre substantial increase of 9.4 points and the absence of any overlappingt

data points are the factors supporting the presence of a training

effect despite the drifting baseline.

ünlike April and Jane, Charmainers data show no overlapping points

between baseline and treatment on bouncing, catching, and throwing. Again,

an increasing trend in the data during the training phase is present and

assessments subside prior to sta-bilization in responding. From a mean

baseline score of 14.6 points, Charmaine increased her performance to

a mean of 22.5 points, indicating a mean improvement of 7.9 points

before assessments ended.

Comparison of Charmainets performance on trained operant groups to
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that on the untrained running and jumping group reveals d.ifferences

similar to those noted for Jane. Performance on running and jumping is

fairly high, but stable. No distinct upward trends are present as is the

case for other behaviours after training is imptemented. Terminal scores

for running and jumping are 67% of the total- possible score in comparison

to the terminal levels for the three trained operant groups which are

from 80.0 to'87.7e" of the total possible score.

Untrained subjects

Although it proved difficult to provide direct subject to subject

matches for April, Jane, and Charmaine, the untrained subjects, Niki and

Ezya, provided suitable matches when baselines for each operant group of

each subject were compared separately. Nikirs baseline on balanced

standing artd walking s/as. quite similar to the bal-anced standing and

walking baselines of all three trained subjects. She also had a rolling,

hopping, and crawling baseline which matched to April and Jane, and her

baseline for bouncing, catching, a¡d throwing provided a match for April.

Ezra provided the rolling, hopping, and crawlíng match for Charmaine

and matched bouncing, catching, and throwing baselines for Jane and

Charmaine. This matching scheme is sunrnatrized in Ta-ble 4.

Niki. Figure 4 represents the data for Niki. Stable levels in

responding are noted for all operant groups

lVhen comparing Nikirs performance on balanced standing and walking

Ëo that of April, Jane, and Charmaine, sharp contrasts are present. No

upward movement ís present for Niki, although such a trend is present for

all treated subjects (see Figures 1, 2, & 3). During the last few

assessments, Niki's scores are very similar to those obtained in the
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Tab]e 4

Matching of Baselines

for Non-generalized Gross-motor Behaviour

Treated subject

Operant group April Jane Charmaine

Ba1a¡rced standing & walking

Rolling, hopping, & crawling

Bouncing, catching, & throwing

Niki

Niki

Niki

Niki

Niki

Ezra

Niki

Ezra

Ezta
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first few assessments, unlike the situation for the trained subjects

where mean improvements of approximately 8.0 to 10.O points are noted.

Like balanced standing and walking scores, Niki's scores on rolling,

hopping, and crawling remain stabl-e throughout all assessments. There

is no point where sud.den improvement is noted as was the case for April

and Jane (see Figures I & 2). Again, behaviour checklist scores on the

1ast few assessments are similar to those on the first few, unlike April

and Jane's terminal- scores which are about 10 to 13 points in excess of

båsel-ine

Nikirs bouncing, catching, and throwing performance also remains

stable. No sharp upward trend appears d.uring the last five assessments

as is the case for April (see Figure 1). Again, her terminal scores

on this behaviour are sim-ilar to her initial scores, providing a contrast

to the trained subject, april, for who improvements of about 1O points are

noted.

Ezra. Ezrat s non-generalized gross-motor scores are presented in

Figure 5. Ezrat s level of gross-motor skill appears quite stable for

balanced standing and walking and for running and junping. However, for

the two operant groups on which he matched the baselines of trained

subjects (i.e., rolling, hopping, a¡d crawling and bouncing, catching,

and throwing), sì-ight increases in the checklist scores are present.

fhis is quite simil-ar to the sítuation noted for Charmaine (see Figure 3)

with regard to rolling, hopping, and crawting- As previously mentioned,

Charmaine's baseline for this operant group also increased gradually,

but a sudden junp in the data occurred after treatrnent commenced, and

responding stabilized at the higher level. Ezra, in contrast, shows no

such dramatic jump. His scores on the last few assessments are a few
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points higher than on the first assessments, but points do overlap.

charmaine, on the other hand, has no overlap when comparing initiar and

terminal- points. There is instead a mean dífference of about 10 points

separating these two periods of assessment.

The upward drift in Ezra's baseline on bouncing catching, and

throwing is unlike the situation for Jane (see Figure 2), where no upward

drift is present, or charmaine (see Figure. 3), where the drift is very

gradual. However, Ezra still provides a good. overall match for Jane

and charmaine on this group. comparabl-e to the two treated subjects,

Fzrat s initial basêline scores fluctuate around a mean of 15.6 coints-

The gradual upward drift results in Ezra's score improving about z

points to terminate around. a mean score of L7.3 points. This provides

a contrast to Jane and Charmaine, who rather than showing a gradual

increase to termination, show a sharp increase in checklist scores

shortly after treatment begins. Mean improvements and terminal- levels

for Jane and Charmaine are much higher than for Ezra. Janets scores

show a mean improvement of 6.3 points and she terminates at a level of 23.

Charmainets mean improvement is approximately an I point margin, and she

terminates at a Ievel of 24 points.

Summary

The data for non-generalized. gross-motor behaviours indicates that

trained subjects show improvements in their behaviour checklist scores

corresponding to commencement of training on each operant group of

behaviours. Mean improvements of 6 to 13 points are noted for these

subjects. Al-though responding stabilizes at these higher l-eveIs for

balanced standing and wafking and for roIling, hopping, and crawling,

the third operant groupr bouncing. catching, and throwing, shows an up-
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ward trend at the time assessments terminated. Dramatic improvements

in checklist score are noted onry on these three operant groups for

the treated subjects. Running and jumping shows no dramatic increases

for Jane or Charmaine. Although ApriJ-rs baseline does show a substantial

drift upward, this drift appears to be a result of her wirringness to

attempt the task, rather than being due to an improvement in skill tevel.

For all three trained subjects, terminal score levels on trained operant

groups are noticeably higher than the terminal leve1 for the untrained

running and jumping group. Subjects who did not receive treatment show

little change in terminal scores in comparison to initial scores- Ín

instances where improvement is present, only slight 2 to 3 point increases

occxf r.

Generalized Gross-Motor Performance

The dependent measure for the generalized gross-motor activities

which were performed during physical education cl-asses is stated. in terms

of the total behaviour checkl_ist score. Forward rolling, hopping, and

skipping all have a total possible score of l-0. As the purpose of these

probes was to assess the amount of generalization the program prod.uced

with regard to each.of the behaviours measured, each of the three be-

haviours will be discussed separately.

Forward Rolls

As previously discussed (p. :¿ ), this activity was directly trained

during the gross-motor program. Therefore, improvements in this be-

haviour woul-d indicate generalization on one dimension; that dimension

being a new setting (i.e., the glzmnasium).

The top graphs in Figures 6 and 7 represent the performance on for-

ward rolling in the physical education class for each of the five sub-
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jects. Aprilrs data (see Figure 6) shcr,¡a d.ownward trend if baseline

and balanced standing and walking training phases are combined. During

the phase in which rolling, hopping, and crawling was trained this trend

reverses. however, and the checkl-ist score returns to the initial- high

leve1 noted in baseline.

For Jane and charmaine (see Figure 6) slight upward. d.rifts from

baseline to balanced standing and walking phases are present. This

upward drift continues for charmaine during the roll-ing, hopping, and

crawling phase, and peaks during the final phase where bouncing, catch-

ing' and throwing was trained. For Jane, a jump in the behavioural

checkrist score occurs during the training phase for rolling, hopping,

and crawling. Here performance peaks at a perfect score of 10, then

drops slightly during the final training phase. BothJane and Charmaine

show improved. checklist scores during the final generalization probes

in comparison to Lhe probes prior to the training phase which includ.ed.

rolling. April is the only trained subject who does not display such a

trend, her initial probe score being equal to the final ones.

The data for Niki and Ezra (see Figure 7) do not show the same

progressive upward drifts noted for Jane and charmaine. Niki's data

show very stable performance until- the second last assessment. Here

performance jumps dramatically upward. Improvement appears to have been

temporary, however, as performance returns to the initial- low level by

the next assessment. . F,zra, on the other hand, demonstrates very unstable

performance. His behaviour checklist score begins at a high Ievel, dips

d.own to Lower levels d.uring the next four assessments, then gradually

returns to approximately the same performance l-evel demonstrated in the

first assessmeht. Neither Ezra nor Niki, therefore, sho\¡¡ the upward
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trends which are evident in the probes for Jane and Charmaine.

To summarLze, of the three treated subjectsr two (Jane and

charmaine) show upward drifts in the probes for generarization of

gross-motor behaviour to a nev¡ situation. The third subject (April-),

shows an initial downward trend which eventually reverses, resulting

in terminal checklist scores which are similar to the initiaf ones.

One of the untrained subjects (Ezra) shows a somewhat simil-ar pattern

to this, whire the other untrained subject (Niki) d.emonstrates very

stable and unimproved performance relative to al1 other subjects.

Hopping

This activity was earlier identified as an untrained response which

belonged to an operant category of behaviours which received training

(p. 36 ) - Thus, changes in hopping performance would indicate degree of

generalization across two dimensions. As for forward rolls, one of

these dimensions is that of a new setting,- the gymnasium. The second

dimension is that of generalization to new behaviours within the operant

category of hopping.

The graphs in Figures I and 9 show the behaviour checklist score

for each subject with regard to hopping performance. For the most part,

the subjectsr performances remain very stable at the O point level,

indicating that the children were unable to perform the task.

Jane and Charmaine (Figure 8) provide the only exceptions to this

rule- Although bcth subjects were totally u¡abte to perform the task

during baseline and balanced standing and walking training phases of

the study' a score of one is noted for Jane during a singì-e probe in each

of the last two phases and for Charmaine during one probe in the l-ast

training phase. Therefore, after training occurred on rolling, hopping,
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and crawl-ing very slight improvement is occasionally noted for two of the

three trained subjects. The remaining trained subject and the two un-

trained subjects show no improvement at all,

Skipping

This activity is. as previously mentioned (pp. :o & 3g), an untrained

response which does not belong to any operant category receiving training,

but does involve cross-Iateral movements similar to those trained. for

crawling behaviours. Training-produced changes in performance on this

activity would therefore indicate degree of generalization across two

dimensions. Again, one of these dimensions is setting. The other d.imen-

sion involves general-ization to new behaviours which are untrained, but

simil-ar to trained operants.

The graphs j:n Figures l_0 and l_1 show the performance on skipping

for each of the subjects. The three trained. subjects (see Figure l-o)

show graduaL overall increases in performance in skipping. Unlike April,

who shows steady improvement throughout all assessments, Jane and Charmaine

display unstable performance dúring baseLine and balanced standing and

walking training phases. However, steady improvement occurs after train-

ing commences on the operant group which includes the simil-ar response

of crawling.

Examination of the data for the untreated subjects provides Ìittle

contrast to the data of the trained subjects, however. For Niki and

Ezra (see Figure II) overall improvement is also present. Niki's improve-

ment is rather slight. Atthough the downward trend apparent in the first four

assessments reverses during the last few probes, responding onty in-

creases to a maximum of 1 point above the first probe. Ezrars improve-

ment is a bit more pronounced, although highly variable. Increases become
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noticeable during the last few probes which correspond to the period

where Jane and Charmaine received training on the similar crawling re-

sponse and began to show steady improvement.

To briefly recap, the trained subjects all show overal-I increases

in performance on skipping. For two of these subjects improvement is

most noticeable during the l-ast several assessments. Examination of

the untrained subjectst da.ta provides l-ittl-e contrast to these trends.

however. For these two subjects overall increases occur and one of the

subjects shows noticeable improvement during the l-atter probes, provid-

ing little contrast to the trends noted for the two trained subjects.

CoLl-ateral Bdra viours

The dependent measures for the col-l-ateral behaviours of social play

and compliance are e>q)ressed in percentage of time spent in social play

and percentage of instructions followed, respectÍvely. The dependent

measure for maze-drawing is expressed in terms of the error score which

was calculated by counting the number of times the penci1 mark touched

or crossed the sides of the maze (see p. 54 for specific scoring pro-

cedure). As the purpose of probing collateral behaviours was to assess

the indirect effects of the program on each of these behaviours, each of

the three coll-ateral behaviours will be discussed separately.

Social Pla]z

As previously mentioned (p. 36 ), social play (or verbat behaviour)

received incidental training in the gross-motor program. This behaviour

therefore assesses the presence and degree of generalization of an in-

directly trained response to another setting.

The data for social play behaviour are shown in Figures 12 and 13.

For all five subjects, responcling is variable, but generally shows l-ittle
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movement in terms of an overall increase or decrease in behaviour. No

upward or downward trend corresponding to any training phase occurs for

any of the three trained subjects (see Figure L2). The data for the

untrained subjects (see Figure 13) is quite comparable. displaying no

systematic changes over the entire assessment period.

Compliance

As discussed earlier (p. 36), compliance, like social play behaviour,

receives incidentar training in the gross-motor program. Therefore, it

too assesses the presence and degree of generalization of an indirectly

traineif response to another setting

The data for compliance behaviour are displayed. in Figure 14 and 15.

A brief overview of the data for the five subjects seems to suggest that

compliance improved. for two of the trained subjects after training on

balanced standing and walking began and that high levels of compliance

were maintained for all three subject,s until the final training phase on

bouncing, catching, and throwing (see Figure 14). The data for the u¡-

trained. subjects (see Figure 15) d.oes at first glance appear to be more

variable throughout the entire assessment period, suggesting that the

subjects receiving indirect training of instruction-following d.uring the

gross-motor program improved in compliance in comparison to untrained

subjects.

A finer analysis of the compliance data however, suggests that no

definite statements regardíng changes in compliance due to treatment

can be made. Several problems exist in the d.ata which make definitive

statements difficult.

First, the short baseline period for the trained subjects (see

Figure 14) does not give a clear indication of the varia]¡ility of com-
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pliance behaviour. Al-so for one of these subjects April, baseline is

at ceiling and therefore the hígh rate of compliance during training

phases is no different from the behaviour during base]ine. FinaÌry,

an important factor influencing variability of compliance \,ùas Lhe number

of instructions given during a single assessment session. Since number

of instructions given was not kept constant across children, intersub-

ject comparisons cannot prudentJ-y be made.

Ïn sum, because of short baseline periods for trained. subjects, it

is difficult to make statements regard.ing changes in behavioural- trends

for these subjects. In addition to an inability to make statements with

regard to changes within subjects, it is impossible to make comparisons

in varia-bility of behaviour between subjectè, as a factor which produced.

variability (i.e., nur¡lber of instructions given) \¡ras not kept constant.

Maze-drawing

Maze-drawing, as mentioned earlier (p. 37 ) , receives no incidentaL

training in the gross-motor program. Al-though it does invol-ve muscle

skills, the movements invoLve refined coordination of the small muscles

of the body, and the behaviour is therefore quite different from gross-

motor movement. As.such, this behaviour assesses generalization to an

untrained response in another setting.

The data for maze-drawing performance of each subject are shown in

Figures t6 and l-7. As was the case for social play behaviour, responding

on maze-d.rawing is variable for art five subjects, but generally shows

litt]e movement in terms of overal-L increase or decrease in error score.

No clear upward. or downward trend corresponding to training phase occurs

for any of the three trained subjects (see Figure 16). Although Jane's

error score increases dramatically in the initial assessments during the
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balanced standing and walking training phase. the subsequent reversaL

in trend suggests the variability is produced by spurious factors.

the data for the two untrained subjects (see Figure 17) are quite com-

para-ble to that of the trained subjects. displaying no systematic changes

over the the entire assessment period-

DISCUSSTON

The imptications of the resul-ts of the revised Capon (197g gross-motor

training program will be discussed first. Non-generalized. g,ross-motor,

generalized gross-motor, and colfateral- behaviours will be considered

separately. Contributions of the study to educational and behavioural

disciplines will then be evaluated with accom¡nnying considerations for

future research. Comments on social validity will follow, then a general

sufirmary and concfusions will close the discussion.

fmplications of the Resul-ts

Non-generalized Gross-motor Behaviour

The data presented in Figures I to 5 indicate that the main hypo-

thesis for non-generalized gross-motor skill was dramatically supported.

As predicted, the trained chil-dren showed marked. improvement each tíme

treatment was implemented on an operant group of behaviours, suggesting

that the revised capon progran was indeed an effective strateg-y for

training gross-motor skills. overalJ, as anticipated, the greatest and

most consistent behavioural enhancements were noted on the non-genera-

lized qross-motor behaviours.

Contrary to conjecture, general improvement in the gross-motor be-

haviour of arl children did not occur. Baserines for the non-geneïa-

lized behaviours were relatívely sËalcl-e and for most part tended not to
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drift upward.. This finding seems to indicate that practice alone

will not lead to gradual improvement in gross-motor skill, but that at

least one of tl.e previously identified components (pp. 56-60 ) of the

revised program is necessary for improvement to occur. The relative

contributions of the various components of the training package were

not assessed, but corroboration of some of the important features of

the package can be found by examining a recent study.

Allison and Ay1lon (1980) compared a behavioural coaching package

to standard coaching procedures for increasing gross-motor skiLls of

athletes. The components included in this behavioural training package

were 1) verbal instruction and feedback, 2) positive and negative rein-

forcement, 3) positive praõtice, 4) modelling, and. 5) a time out pro-

cedure where the athlete had to freeze in incorrect positions.

Consistent with the findings of the present study, Allison and.

Ayllon found that standard coaching procedures which involved repeated

practice of a task did not lead to improvement of skill level. The

behavioural- coaching practice lead to substantial improvements, however.

The overlapping components of Allison and Ayllonrs package and the re-

vised Capon training program include verbal instruction, feedback,

positive reinforcement, practice, and modelling. The fact that these

components overlap successful training programs suggest that at l-east

one of them is an effective component of the training packages. Exami-

nation of the relative effectiveness ofthese components alone, and in

combination, would Iikely be a fruitful starting point for future in-

vestigation of gross-motor training strategies.

Gsreralized Gross-motor Behaviour

Tlre data for generalized gross-motor skills [Figures 6-11) indicate
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different outcomes for each of the behavíours probed for generalization.

Forward rolling skilIs seem to have transferred from the training situa-

tion to the gfmnasir¡n for at feast two of the three trained subjects.

Hopping appears to have achieved very litt1e generalization and skipping

seems to have improved primarily due to practice and training in the

gymnasium, independent of the gross-motor prograrn.

These resufts do not support all the generalizations which were

thoug'ht possible. 
.The one generarization which appears to have been

real-ized concerns forward. rolls. The rolling skills of two of the trained

children showed greater improvement than the skills of the untrained

children, indicating that rolling may have generalized to the new sett-

ing. Improvements in rolling were greater than those noted for hopping

as v/as expected. . Contrary to speculation, however, improvements in rol-f-

ing were not greater than those displayed for skipping; they were approxi-

mately equal.

Although two of the three trained subjects do occasionally show

slightly improved scores after training on hopping, these devíations

from baseline are clinically insignificant and are displayed inconsistent-

ry. Generalization to the hopping task can therefore be dismissed.; a

result which does not support the ¡rresumedpotential of the training

prograrn.

There are tr,vo issues which shoufd be taken into consid.eration when

noting that generalization occurred for rolling, but not for hopping

behawiours. First, as discussed earlier (pp. 35-36, 83-88) the forward

rolling task in the gymnasitm required generalization across one dimen-

sion (setting) whereas hopping required generalization ácross two dimensions

(setting and behaviour)., It is unsurprising, therefore, that the rolling

task, which had more features in common- with the training situation,
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may have generalized more easily than the hopping task.

A second factor which should be examined when considering the

proba-bility of generalization concerns the relative difficulty of the

task measured in the generalization probe. This issue was touched. upon

earfier when discussing the delay in improvement of ba]anced standing

and wafking in the training situation (p. 7r) - As was noted, training

on less difficult balanced standing tasks did, not produce improvement on

swan balances. A similar situation seems to have existed for hopping.

The hoppi ng activity measured in the gymnasiurn required. greater amounts

and more control of hopping than activities in training. During the hop-

ping task in the gymnasium the chi-ldren had to balance on one foot for a

period of-1 to 2 sec.between each. hop. This interposed balancing period.

was not present in training tasks. Chil-dren \Á¡eïe occasionally required

to pause after hopping over an obstacl-e, but were never required to pause

between hops in a series. Also, none of the training tasks incorporated

asfnany as 10 hops; only two tasks required more thanfive. Therefore a

greater nurnber of hops and more controll-ed balance was requirerL in the

grYm than in training. This situation contrasts to that for forward.

rolls where the tasks were identical- and consequently of equal difficulty.

The data on general-ization of gross-motor behaviour suggests that

simply incorporating a large nr¡uber of tasks and a wide wariety of equip-

ment into a training program wil-l not ensure generalization of new be-

haviours to new settings. The nrmber of dimensions across which çJenera-

lizationg are desired and the relative difficulty of trained and genera-

lized tasks 'must be carefully considered.

Collateral Behaviours

the results displayed in Figures L2 Lo 17 suggest that few changes
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in the coflateral classroom behaviors can be expected to result from

gross-motor training. Social play and maze-drawing skilJ-s \.{ere clear}y

unchanged by the revised capon program. while effects on compriance

were not definitively absent, because of methodological concerns no cfaims

of improvement can be made with regard Lo this behaviour either.

As v/as the case for generalized gross-motor behaviour, the genera-

lizations which \dere presumed. possible with regard to coÌIateral be-

haviours were largely unsupported by the data. sociat pray did not

increase as a ïesult of training, and it did not appear to increase

naturally through maturation of the subjects. Al-so contrary to conjec-

ture, maze-d.rawing errors did not decrease for any of the subjects, in-

dicating that practice al-one does not improve fine-motor skitls. This

finding is consistent with that mentioned earl-ier, regarding lack of

improvement due to practice of gross-motor tasks (pp. fp¡-fO¿ ).

Two speculations made regarding collateraf behaviour \¡¡ere supported

by the data. First, changes in gross-motor behaviour of the trained.

children in the training and gymnasium situations were more prevalent

than changes in the cl-assïoom. lfhereas changes occurred in all the

trained operants which were measured. in the training situation and in

two of the three behaviours measured in the gymnasium, no definite

changes were noted in the cl-assroom behaviours. Second, the ineffective-

ness of the gross-motor program for prod.ucing improvements in the fine-

motor skill of maze-drawing was accurately estimated. This seems to

refute the educational view that fine and gross-motor skills are si¡n'

ilar enough so that training in one skill- will enhance the other.

As mentioned previously (pp. 68 _ 69, g-l _ IOO) ,

there v¡ere difficuLties with compliances
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data involving poor observer reliability, baseline level-s which were at

ceiling, and varia-bility produced by u¡control-led factors (i.e., nrunber

of instructions, p. 100). As such, statements regard.ing accuracy or

inaccuracy of the speculation regarding this behaviour cannot be made

on the basis of the results presented here. Future assessments of the

effects of gross-motor training on compliance shoul-d involve several

features not included in the present study. First, constructing an

artificial- situation in the cl-assroom where a constant number of instruc-

tions are given to trained and untrained. children would help reduce

extraneous variability. BJ-ocking data coul-d also be used. to further

eliminate varial¡ility in the data. Finally, more frequent assessment

and longãr basel-ine period.s could be employed to allow for assessment

of presence and d.egree of any remaining variability in compriance be-

haviour. Such al-terations as these would enable more clear comparisons

both within and between subjects

As the l-ack of improvement in social play behaviour in this study

is inconsistent with the findings of previous behavioural- research,

additional comment on this collateral behaviour is warranted.. To

briefly review, two of the three behavioural- studies which hawe addressed

gross-motor behaviouï noted improvements in social behaviour. The first

study (Johnson et al., f966) did not systematicatly monitor social be-

haviour, but the second investigation (Buel1 et aI., f968) d.id incor-

porate this feature. Both experiments took place in the playground

during free-play periods and involved contingent teacher attention for

interacting with the playground equipment. The Buell et al. (f968)

study also utilized a prompting technique where the teacher lifted the

child onto plalground equipment.
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It is apparent that the experimental situations described in these

two studies are quite distinct from the training situation constructed

in the present study. Training took ptace inside the school in the

present study, rather than in the playground or classroom play area

where social behaviour was measured. In the previous two studies the

teacher reinforced gross-motor behaviour; whereas, the present experimenter

was not an individual who was familiar to the cl_assroom play area.

Finalty, the training procedure employed here \¡ras very struqtured and

more similar to the classroom learning situation thanr to the free-play

periods of the previous studies.

It is evident that the number of stimuti common to the gross-motor

training situation and the social play situation were greater in the two

previous stud.ies than in this one. Recall also that entry into a natural

community of reinforcement was the mechanism which was considered to

produce contingencies for increasing social play (pp. 12-13; 36). The

situations described for the Johnston et al. (1966) and Buell et aI.

(1968) stud.ies seem likely to produce entry into such a "natural

community" because the research took place in the natural environment

(i.e., the playground). In order to be consistent vriLh the common train-

ing setting utilized by educators, the gross-motor program employed here

took place within the schoof in a setting divorced from the natural

classroom or playground environments. Given these discrepancies in

experimental situations, discrepancies in results, although not at first

anticipated, now seem riot surprising.

Sunrnary

The results suggest that the revised Capon program was a successful

strategy for training gross-motor skills in young children. Although it
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is yet unknown which components of the training package are critical,

the package as a whol-e can be expected to produce desirable improvements.

The extent to which such improvements wil-l generalize is somewhat limited,

however. Although some general-ization to new settings is possible,

generalizations across more than one dimension or to more difficul-t beha-

viours are not likely. Thus, such general-izations shoul-d not be considered

an automatic feature of the training program. .Given the limited genera-

lization of the gross-motor behaviour, it is not surprising that the

gross-motor training program does not produce improvement in collateral

behawiours displayed in the classroom. Increased social play or maze-

drawing skill is unrikery to resurt from such training. Although the

effect of the program on compliance is yet unknown, it is wise at the

present tirne to take a conservative approach and to assume no such.benefits

exist -

Contributions of the Study

The new information derived from the present research can contribute

to both educational and behavioural fiel-ds. The implications of the study

for educators will be discussed first, then contributions to behavioural

research will be consid.ered..

fmplications for Education

Although the present research suggests that gross-motor training

programs like the revised Capon progïam are beneficial and. shoul-d be

available to young chil-dren with gross-motor problems, the need for

changes in the present system of gross-motor training and. research must

be emphasized- An important alternative in the present procedure involves

the components utilized in the training program. As mentioned earlier

(p. 56)-, the standard Capon program recc¡mmends use of all the components
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utilized in the revised prograa with the exception of descriptive

and corrective feedback. UntiL the relatiwe merits of each component

can be determined and effective components identified, descriptive and

corrective feedback shoutd be applied systematically in conjr:nction with

alr the other facets of the package. since persons conducting gross-

motor training in schools are typicalì-y teachers or paraprofessionals

(i.e., teacher's aids or volunteers) who d.o not have speciarized

training in the systernatic application of these behavioral training

components, care should be taken to teach these specialized skills to

the gross-motor trainers.

A second implication addresses the issue of generalization. The

aË,sence of widespread generalization from trainea skilts to new skills

suggests that educators should carefully consider the final desired

results of such training. Gross-motor behaviours which witl like1y be

required of children should be identified and encorpoïated into training

pïograms.

A very important implication for the practice of gross-motor

training concerns the tlpe of chirdren who should be includ.ed in

training programs. As indicated previousry (pp. l--3), educators have in

the past expected a wide variety of benefits from these programs and

have included children with a wide variety of probÌems in gross-motor

training. The results of the present research suggest that only chil-dren

with gross-motor deficits should be included in gross-motor training

programs. Children with problems in social- or fine-motor skil-ls are

given no assurance of irnprovement and may be wasting a great deal- of

academic time by participating in these programs. To date, no data

clearly s"uggest that other collateral behaviours will benefit from
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gross-motor training. until such data can be collected, gross-motor

training programs should be assumed to improve only gross-motor skills.

rt is possible that gross-motor educators wourd object to such

conservative estimates of the results of their progra¡ns. The argue-

ment might be offered that the short training period. utilized in the present

study did not arl-ow the deveropment of cotlateral improvements. rt

should. be recognizedrhowever, that the gross-motor improvements in this

program were relativery immed.iate and of fairly large magnitudes. rf

collateral improvements were directly related to gross-motor skills

and./or gross-motor training, ch_anges in these behaviours shou]d occur

relativery immediately a1so. rf long period.s of time ensue before

changes in collateral behaviours are noted, results of the program for

individual subjects become hopelessly confounded with the effects of

maturation and extraneous variables. Therefore, if changes in coll-ateral

behaviours are not fairly irnruediate and of a large enough magnitude to

be clinically significant, gross-motor training should not be assumed

to effect them.

In addition to having implications for the practice of gross-motor

training, the present findings arso offer promise that a new method-

ological approach to gross-motor research may prove especially fruitful.

The small-N research design and direct assessment of gross-motor skil-ls

proved to be very useful strategies in analyzing contributions of gross-

motor training. Because the strategy allows for better control through

cl-ose monitoring of a few individuals, experimenters gain access to infor-

mation regarding the important variabl-es affecting behaviour. This

provides direction for further research acertaining the relative impor-

tance of different variables which Influence behaviour- Because the
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small-N strategy offers this important advantage, and because it avoid.s

many other problerns invol-ved. in traditional experimentation (see pp. 4 -

l-0), educational researchers shourd use it to full- advantage. rn

addition to ine experimental advantages of small-N design, practical

advantages are also present. SmaII-N research does not require extra

subjects or experimental- settings discrepant with those present during

the application of gross-motor training progïams, therefore gross-motor

educators can conduct research simul-taneous to providing a service to

child.ren in need of gross-motor skills training.

Impfications for Behavioural Research

T}.e investigation of the gross-motor training programs which are

prevalent in public schools has contributed to behavioural research

by opening a rich area for further research. The present study d.efined

skill in gross-motor movement in a novel manner which, in comparison to

previous behavioural research, is more adaptive to research in a variety

of educational situations. To review, previous studies (e.g., Hardiman et

aÌ., 1975) defined skilted movement specific to various pieces of play-

ground equipment. This study defined skill in terms of the topography

of different operant behaviours. Behavioural checkLists were developed

which can be used directly or modified slightly to apply to a large

number of gross-motor skills which may involve a wide variety of class-

room, gymnasium, and/or playground equipment.

The present investigation can benefit further behavioural research

by serving as a reminder of the imporLance of task trainÍng order. The

revised Capon program was constructed in such a manner as to maximize

parallelism of the study to the common educational situation. As such,
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order of task traini¡g was kept fairly consistent with that advocaLed by

the origin4l Capon Progralnr Because of these restrictions, there \{as a

delay ln training solne of the assessfi)ent tasks. The effects of such

detays v¡ere îost dramatically apparent in the bafance standing and w.a1k-

i'ng operant group (,recall- the discussion on delay of improvement p.71 ).

The present investigation canr accordingì-y, be considered a conservative

es.timate of the inrneQiacy of traíning effect. Furtlr-er research can

:naxiîize baseline to treatment shifts in responding by estaJ:lishing

traÍning orders which lnclude assessment tasks in the first training

sesslon.

As discussed in the preceding section, large-N design does not par-

ti'.cularly facilitate the identification of important variables affect-

ìng the behaviour in question because it does not involve intense moni-

toring of indivìdual- behayior. The pred.ominant use of large-N design in

p.revlous gross-motor research- has produced a large body of literature

reporting conflicting results wlth- regard to gross-motor and collateral

behaVÌour changes. Little information has been obtained regarding the

yarîables which. produce the discrepant results.. Behavioural researchers

can make important steps: in identifying rel-evant variables by applying

behavioural des,ign a,nd ruethodology to problems in gross-rnotor behaviour.

A variety of areas for future research, have already been implied. They

witl be expanded upon here.

The need for a component analysis of the revised Capon program has

been suggested several times (pp. 103,1-lO). This is a suitable topic

for behavioural- investig.ation which could have important implications

for the training of gross-motor skills. The simplification of complex

training packages through elimination of ineffective components is par-
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ticularly important when mediators are largely paraprofessionals.

Reducing the complexity of a training package makes it easier to teach

the paraprofessionals proper use of the behavioural training components

and increases the probabitity of proper implementation.

The need to further develop a technology of generalization has

al-so been implied. This study ctearly suggests that r:nsystemati-

ca1ly throwing generalization training strategies into a training pack-

age will not necessarily promote generalization. The findings suggest

that careful and systematic analysis of the desired generalizations should

occur prior to constructing a program. Then, as StokeS and Baer (Lg77)

suggest, generalization should be carefully programmed into the training

strategY. Gross-motor behaviour seens to provide a suitable area for

further investigation and development of the technology of generalization.

It is an area which allows for probes for generalization across several

d.imensions (e.9., behaviours, settings, and students) and can accommodate

assessment of varying degrees of generalization (e.g., to other gross-

motor behaviours, to collateral behaviours. to more difficult versus less

difficult behaviours) -

One of the most interesting areas for investigating generalization

involves collateral behaviours. Educators have suggested a vast variety

of collateral responses which may be probed by behavioural researchers

involved in gross-motor skill-s training. The results from this study

suggest that further investigations involving compliance behaviors could

prove interesting. Suggestions for improving measurement of this behaviour

have-already been made (p. f07). Using such assessments of compliance in

a study similar to this one should provide lruitful information.
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Social Validity

Besides providing benefits to educators and behavioural researchers,

the gross-motor research appears to have significantly benefited the

children involved in the study. Not only did the chifdren e>rperience

improvement in gross-motor skill, they apparentry enjoyed the program.

Often when the experimenter entered the classroom, a child receiving

training would. approach her and ask if there woul-d be lots of different

exercises to do that day. Untrained. children also approached the experi-

menter and asked if they too could come for exercise.

rn addition to enjoying the gross-motor exercises, the children

thoroughly delighted in receiving and playing with the reinforcers they

earned. Great care and meticulous consideration typically went into

choosing a reinforcer. once this was done, children would spend time

dísplaying their reinforcers and playing with them. Since aII chil-dren

in the classroom participated in receiving reinforcement, this procedure

produced. much gaiety and pleasant interaction arnorryì children and between

the children and their teacher.

The classroom teacher reported that she felt the children enjoyed

the gross-motor pro.gram and were benefitting from it. She also indicated

she had observed one of the trained children practicing a training task

during physical education classes. She reported that this child

generally appeared more confident in gym class and that atl of the

trained. children appeared to enjoy "showing off" their gross-motor

ski1ls

In addition to benefitting the trained chil-dren, the teacher felt

that untrained children had also pospered f,rom the research. In removingl

three of the chil-dren for training sessions, the e>çerimenter lowered the
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student-teacher ratio in the classroom. The benefit to the untrained

children, therefore, v¡as an increase in the amor:¡t of individual atten-

tion the teacher was âhle to provide.

Summary and Conc]usions

Bridging conceptuaf and methodological gaps in behaviour.f .rra

educational research proved to be a productive strategy in the investiga-

tion of gross-motor training programs. By incorporating behavioural

assessment, design, and training srategies into traditional ed.ucational

training programs new information was provided for educational research-

ers. Practícal implications for gross-motor educators also arose.

Benefits for behavioural research.ers \^rere produced by redirecting

the behavioural approach toward investigation of gross-motor behaviours.

By utilizing a complex training program with a group of children and

examining a variety of collateral classroom behaviours, many doors for

further research have been opened.

fn conclusion, a number of benefits have resulted from the present

investigatio,n of perceptual gross-motor training. Children, ed.ucators,

and behavioural- psychologists can all share alike in the profits of

such a research enterprise. Cultivating research by spanning behavioural

and educational- fi-elds has indeed proven to be a fertile venture; one

which it is hoped will "sow the seeds" for further cooperation between

the two disciplines.
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Diagr-a:ns of some of t,he items used in the rnodified

Bal-ance boa:-d

Jlir-,rp box and fncl_ilte Ï¡oard

Scooter

Coorclin a tf on
ladder

I-aunching board

Auto tire and Tire stand
Traffic cones and Rope cross bar

trai ni,ng pr-og):am.

?.ebound net

Geometric shapes
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Àppendix B

Task specification of altered Capon programs

use for training Lessons.

Order, description, and equipment

OPER.ANT GROUP I - BAI,ANCED STANDING ÀND BAI,ANCED WATK]NG

Lesson l-

Operants trained: balanced wal-king

Equipment: rorres

ActivÍties
1) Walk forward on top of the rope.
2) wal-k backward on top of the rope,

3) Perforrn a toe-heel- bal-ance waLk forward on top of the rope. Touch heeL of
one foot to toes of the other foot while walking the rope.

Lesson 2

Operants trained: balanced walking
Equipment: coordination ladder
Ãctivities
1) Wafk forçard
2) Bal-ance waLk

sÈepping between the rungs of the ladder.
forward on the runqs of the fadder-

].esson 3

Operants trained: balanced wal.king and balanced standing
Equipment: low walking board

Àctivities
1) Walk toward the end of the board with eyes

focusing on the target (trainer's hand).
2) Wal-k forward, bal"ance on one focrt at the

center of the board (stork bal,ance) then continue
walking to the end of the board-

¿f3'
i..r.j-
\ i: J

,' _ . t )
-1- K\r I '.- .

-ì 
tl,

', )
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Lesson 4

Operants trained: balanced walking and balanced standing
Equipment: Iðw board, crossbar
Activities
1) review Lesson 3, activity 2

2) WaIk forward and step over cross bar placed across
center of walking board

Lesson 5

Operants trained¡ balanced walking
Equipment: low board, balance pole
ActivitÍes
1) review lesson 4, activity 2

2) Walk forward carrying a balance pole using an overhand
grip with hands ptaced slightl-y wider tha¡ shoulder
distance apart.

l,esson 6

Operants trained: bal-anced walking
Equipment: 1o+¡ and intermediate wal.king boards, bean bags,
Activities
f) review lesson 5, activity 2.- use intermediate board
2) Watk forward and step over 4 bean bags spaced evenly a1

board, without looking at feet.

Lesson 7

Operants trained: balanced walking
Equipment:1ov, and j-ntermediate boards, crossbar. tires,
Activities
1) review l-esson 6, activity 2 - use intérmediate board
2) Walk forward, step into bicycJ-e tires, and over

crossbar.

Lesson I
Operants trained: balanced walking
Equipment: low a¡d intermediate boards, crossbar, tires
Àctivities

t,..

bean bags

1) review lesson 7, activity 2 - use

2) Wa]-k sideways ì-eading with right
intermediate board-

lr---foot, then back to start;leading with feft.
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Lesson 9

Operants trained: balanced standing and balanced wa)-king

Equipment: low and intermediate boards, bean bag

Activities
l) review .Iesson 8, activity 2 - use intermediate board

2) I,ùalk forward to center of board, pick up bean bag, place '¿d+,
,__:__,--___ìon head, and wal-k to the end of board. +

Lesson 10

Operants trained: balanced standing and

EquipmenÈ: Iow a¡¡d intermediate board.s,

Activities
1) review l-esson 9, activity 2 - use

2) WaIk forward using coiled rope as

steps into spaces provided by the

baLanced walking

bean bag, rope

intermediate board

visual- target. Student
-__-,=Lcoiled rope.

Lesson l-l-

Operants trained.:

Equipnent: Low and

Activities
1) review l-esson

2) WaLk forward,

center of the

balanced walking

intermediate boards, crossbar, hoop

9, activity 2 - use intermediate board

step over crossbar, make fuIl Èurn at
board, go through hoop, and walk to end of

l,es son I 2

Operants trained: balanced walking

Equipnent: fow and intermediate boards, crossbar, hoop

Activities
l) review lesson 10, activity 2 - use intermediate board

2) Walk forward to center of board, rnake hai.f turn, and

waLk backward to enil of the board.

l,esson 13

Operants trained: balanced walking

Equipment: low and intermediate boards

Àctivities
1) review l-esson ll-, activity 2 - use intermediate
2) Wal-k backwards to the end of the 1ow boa¡d. ll
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Lesson l-4'

Operants trained: balanced walking
Equipment: bicyc).e tires, rope, bean bags

Àctivities
1) Àttempt to êtep on bean bags in a given pattern

and not loose balance.
2) Walk backvrard, left-right pattern is constant.

Lesson .I5

Operants trained: balanced walking
Equipment: l-ow and intermediate board.s

Activities
l) review lesson 13, activity
2) One support of l-ow board is

Íncline. Walk forward, make half turn and walk back to

Lesson 16

Operants trained: balanced walking
Equj-pment: low and intermediate board.s

.Activities
1) review lesson 14, activity 2 - use intermediate board

--:-
incline. Walk forwarð l/3rd of way, walk sideways J.,/3rd ,1,,.'

of way, Èhen walk backward to the end of the board.

Lesson 17

Operants trained: balanced walking
Equipment: l-ow and intermediate boards, bean bags

Àctivities

2 - use intermediate board;þ.'-:-_=...: =!ì ' ¿ /

the low board, balancing uïåut, bag on each hand. il''/

Lesson l-8

Operants trained: bal_anced walking and balanced standing
Equipment: 1ow board, tracking ba1t, bicycle tires
Activities
L) Walk forward and perform swan bala¡ce in each

First on the left foot, then on the riqht.

2 - use intermediate board

rernoved maÌing it into an

1) review lesson 15, activiÈy
2) WaIk forward to the end of

of 2 tires.
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a)

?l Wal-k forward and eye-track

Ball- is held at eYe leve1

swinging balI.
rÈ th" end of the board.

ts

OPERAMT GROUP 2 - CRAWLING HOPPTNG, ÀND ROLLING

lesson 1

Operants trained: crawÌÍng
Equipment used: mat

Àctivities
l-) Crawl on stomach using bent arms and

maneuver body.

2) Creep forward on hands and knees.

Lesson 2

OperanÈs trained: crawling
Equipment used: mat, crossbars
ActivitÍes
l-) Craw1 forward on stomach and go u¡¿ler two crossbar

witlout touching them.

2) Crawl- forward, but pas s under obstacles on back without

Lesson 3

Operants trained: crawling
Equipment used: mat

Äctivities
1) review lesson 1, activity 2

2) Creep backwards on hands a¡rd knees-

q.'--J,.--y- /4,' -4 
..'es 

-Lr->l 
" ìr^,rys','r,---jv - 4 .Sá:

touching them.
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I.esson 4

Operants lrained: crawling and balanced walking
Equipment used: coordination ladder, rnât

Àctivities
1) Creep on hands and knees between n:ngs of fadder.
2) WaJ-k backwards between rungs of ladder.

Iesson 5

Operants trained: crawling
Equipment used: geometric shapes, mat

Activities
1) Expj-ore shapes by crawling through them.

(Shapes are heJ-d verticle to ground by holders.)
2) CrawL through specific shapes indicated by the instructor.

Lesson 6

Operants trained: crawling
Equipment used.: mat

Activities
1) Walk on hands and feet. (Four legged run with weight distributed

evenly on hands and feet.)
2) Lame wal-k on two hands and one leg. (Three legged

walk with weight on hands and hopping one leg forward- )

Lesson 7

Operants trained: crar,rling

Equipment used: geometr.ic shapes, mat

Activities
l-) review Lesson 5, actiïity 2

2) crawÌ through sequences of two shapes indicated
by t}¡e j.nstrucÈor (i.e.. Can you crawl through a
circle and then a triangle?)

Lesson I
Operants Èrained: balanced walking and crawling
Equipment used: bicycle tires, rope, mat.
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Activities ,óf \
1) starting with both feet in tire, walk rhe tength of the rope using 

tüa cross-over step until- reaching the opposite tire. ,$t i,
2) war-k on hands and feet as in fesson 6, activity r - with rope I i__., -€,

between hands and feet and using a cross-over pattern
with oni-y ha¡ds crossing over rope.

Lesson 9

Operants trained: crawling
Equipment used: mat

Activities
1) review lesson 6, activity I
2) Bend over, grasp ankles with handè, then move

one leg at a time, keeping legs fairly straighÈ.

Lesson f0
Operants trained: crawling
Equiprnent used: crossbars, auto tire, mat

Activities
1) CrawL under first cross bar, through auto tire

supported in tire box, and u¡der second crossba¡
at a lower l"eveL than the first bar.

Lesson l-L

Operants trained: crawling
Equipment used: coordination ladder, mat

Activitíes
1) Creep in and out between the ru.r¡gs of the fadder

heLd on its side.
2) Creep in and out this time moving backwards.

pJ.aced

r'¡ t

lr---1^ L/x 
','t-:-:,/-*---G{.1.,

IA

!¿v-.!--',-
/N t--'

Lesson 12

. Operants trained: hopping
Equipnent used.: ropes, hoops

Àctivities
1) Ropes are placed. paraltel

hoP over ropes in spaces

right foot, then on left-

to each other-

between them, first on

mI- _/
/':./.r' (-,\-."/ - ì '---ì

i,\l
i <,,+r't Ir'-2¡1 , .i iLí"r'\t í j !4 i( { I J,f \l/ .J ./f!Ë'{Ì1
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"ì
3)

2) Hoops are pLaced side by side in a straighr tine. e \-.í- ,'-'\-,/\_-./ - .-
Hop into each hoop, using t].e right foot first, a¡d then the reft.

Lesson 13

Operants trained: crawling
Equipment used: geometric shapes, mat, picture cards
Àctivities
l) look at card with geometric shape on it (shown by instructor),

tìen respond by crawJ-ing through the shape on the floor that
corresponds to the shape on the car¿I.

Same as above, but two shapes are shown-

SaJne as above, but three shapes are shown.

Lesson L4

Operants trained; crawling and hopping
Equipnent used: crossbars, auto tire, bicycle tire.
Activities
1) Crawl under first cross bar, through

the auto tire, hop over the second crossbar,
lanil in the bicycle tire on one foot.

l,esson 15

Operants trained: crawling
Equipnent used: mat

Activities
l) Lie on the rnat on your bacl< and place arms at side and feet

together, Move your arns up over your head r:ntiJ- they
touch each other.

2) Líe in position as above a:rd move feet apart and then
bring them back togetÌ¡er.

3) Do each of the following as i¡rstructed:
i. Move just right arm out, then return it to side

ii- Move just left arm out and return it Èo side.
iii. Move just riqht leg out then,return to center.
iv. Move just J.eft leg out then, return to center.
v. I'fove both arms out, then return to side.
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vi, Move

vii. Move

vi-ii Move

ix. Move

x. Move

both legs apartr then return to center.
right arm and right Ieg simultaneously, then return.
left arm and l-eft Ieg simultaneous.Iy, t-hen return.
right arm and left leg simultaneousfy, then return.
Ieft arm and right leg simuJ-taneously, then retu¡n.

Lesson l-6

Operants Èrained: crawling
Equipnent used: geometric shapes, nat, blindfold
Activities
I) íhile blindfolded, creep on hands and knees to

each shape- Feel each shape carefully with your

ha¡ds, identify it, then crawl- through it.

I€sson l7
Operants trained: crawling and rolling
Equipment used: mat

Activities
1) with weight on hands and feet, move

one side of the body, and then the other, moving

forward in a "bear wal-k".

,
F--:l .r \r/\\ ;:'.-

I I \v, ¡

ii --\l_ 
-\-Þ_ _-fù--

2) Start in a kneeling position v¡ith arms crossed
and elbows resting on mat. Rol-1 over moving

sideways, rolling on shoulders and back, and return to

basic starting position.

Lesson Lg

operants trained: crawling and rolling
Equipment used.: mat

Activities
1) review lesson 17, activity , 

f
2) Starting position is on stomach with l-eft hand and ¿-

right knee brought forward and head turned facing toward right hand.

On com¡nand "fIip", hands and knees alternate positio" .* -,7-*-]:;3
I _ '- --_;'¡with right hand and left knee moving forward, and head // :ì +

tr:rning to face toward left hand. On conqnand "flop" starting position is

resuned.-
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ha¡ils fl-at on mat, knees

; knees, raise hips up

to nat, and ro1Ì over keeping

[ì//\

-U
sa¡ne task

lesson 22

Operants trained: rolling and crawling
Equipment used: mat

Activities
1) review l-esson lesson 20, acLj-víty 2

2) Perforn a crab wa1k. Starting position is with body

pJ"aceil in an inverted positio¡ (facing upward) with weight
distributed evenly on feet and hands. Movement is started with
head leading first, then with feet leacling-

Lesson l-e m\, /.--\
operants trained: crawling and rolling 2^\f \¡yfll <Sl
Equipment used: mat /ä{rþ, DAô -=.N\LAcrivities ñÞL /d;,tr1 â
1) review lesson lB, activity 2 \-\)hþ,* ,*'eì'3¡5 \çZ)-'

2) forward roll-s- start in squat position witl

together inside of arms. Tuck chin against

high, push with toes, lower back of head

tucked.

Lesson 20

Operants trainecl: .rolling
Equipment used: mat

Activities
1) review lesson 19, activity 2

lesson 21

Operants trained: crawling
Equipment used: scooter board, bowling pin
Activities
1) Take prone position on scooter board,

and use ha¡ds and arns to propell board around

bowling pin and back to start position.
2) Take kneeling position on scooter board a¡d attenpt

as in activity 1.
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Lesson 23

Operants trained: hopping

Equipment used.: ropes, crossbar, bicycle tires
Activities
1) Atternpt to hop forward, sideways, etc., through

rope pattern, first on the right foot,
then l-ater, on the 1eft. Arrows in diagram
indicate movement pattern.

2) Hop over cross bar, IêJId on take-off
foot in tire, then continue hopping through
remaining two tires. Hop through
pattern first on right fooL, then on left.

lesson 24

Operants trained: crawting
Equipment used: traffic cones, scooter board
Activities
1) Take prone posítion on scooter board and

use hands and arms to propell scooter board between
and around cone obstacles.

2) Perform sane task as in activity r, except kneel on scooter board.

l,esson 25

Operants trained¡ balanced walking and crawling
Equipment used: coordinaÈion ladder, mat

Activities
1) Final a wáy to traveL down

the l-addel using only two body parts.
2) Sa¡ne as a.bove, only using three body parts-
3) Same as 1 and 2, only using four body parts.

Lesson 26

Operants trained: crawling
Equipment used.: crossbars, traffic cone, scooter board
Activities
1) Take prone position on scooter board

and use hands and arms to propell scooter board between
and under, a¡d around traffic cone obstacles-

ffi=)-.Å>,+
)-¡-Sj!.;î- *c-;-f),124=¡, t.'
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Lesson 27

Operãnts trained: balanced walking ånd crawling

Equipment used: coordination ladder, incline blocks, mat

Àctivities
1) Intermediate walking board supports are placed under

end ru¡g of coordination ladder to place Ladder in an

inclined positj-on. walk fort¡ard on the rungs

of the ladder, u¡til reaching end supports, turn and

walk forward back to starting position.
2) walk forwa¡d on hands and feet (four-legged)

position placing hands on síde rails and feet on rungs.
Proceed up, then turn and come down the Ladder.

Lesson 28

Operants trained: hopping

Equipment used: ropes, hoops

Activities
f) Hop within spaces created by three hoops

divided by +l:ree roPes. Hop through on

preferred. foot, and then on opposite foot.
2) Hop in forward-sj.deward pattern within spaces provided by

one rope dividing three hoops Placed in a row. Hop through

parrern on preferred foor, rhen on opposite foor. -ÆEV,^

t-ro,t--
i¡ò-k:ià\ì-=-Ê

Lesson 29

Operants trained: crawling
Equipment used.: rope scooter board

Activities
1) Take prone Position on scooter boald

and grip rope at opposite end from instructor.

Pu1] self forward toward ínsttuctor using a hand over hanil grip on the rope.

Lesson 30

Operants trained: hopping and crawJ-ing

Equipment used: coord.ination ladder, mat

Activities
1) Hop between tle rungs of the ladder-
2) Perform ¿ crab waak o¡r tÌ¡e sides or nmgs of the 1adde

-*. 

-_=r f

/i-'l-):
F==::-r:-.
r-
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Lesson 3.I

Operants trained: crawling
Equipment used: scooterboard, traffic cone

Àctivities
I) WaIk on hands with legs extended and feet

on scooter board. Body is directed around

2) Attempt to move backward on

scooter board.

lesson 32

Operants trained: crawling
Equipment used: scooter board, traffic cones

Activities
1) Sit on scooter board and transport

body using feet only.
2) K¡ee1 on scooter board and tra¡sport

body using hands and arms-

3) Lie with back on scooter board, support haad with hands and

transport body using feet onLy. rn atl- activities the path of transport
is a figure I around the traffic cones_

Lesson 33

Operants trained: crawling
Equipment used: low and intermediate walking boards
.Activities
L) review l-esson L8, actívity 2 for bal_anced standing

intermediate board

2) Walk forward on hands. a¡d feet unti1 reaching the end of
balance board.

Lesson 34

Operants trained: crawling
Equipemnt used.: crossbars, scooter board.

Activities
1) Assume prone position on scooter boa_rd

and using hands in alternate movements,

traffic cones and under Èhe crossbars.

of movement around and under obstacles.

d
resting
t¡affic cone obstacle.

the low
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4)

5)

Lesson 35

Operants trained: balanced walking and crawling
Equipment used: jump box, coordination ladder, mats

Àctivities
1) Perform a balance walk on rungs

of ladder until reaching top of box and

then walk down incline board.

2) Perform a four-legged wall< on sídes
or nrngs of ladder until reaching top of box,
then move down incl-ine board, using four-Iegged
walk again.

3) i,iraIk up incline board,
using a bal-a¡ce walk.

then walk down the rungs of the Ladder,

walk up incrine board using a four-regged walk then move down the
ladder using four-legged wa1k.

Creep up the incline board on hænds and. ltnee.sthen perform a cra.b

walk down the fadder-

OPERÀNT GROUP 3 - BOUNCING, CATCHING, ÀND THROWING

I-esson 1

Operants trained: throwing
Equipment: bicycle tires, bean bag-

Activities
l-) From behind a restraining lj-ne, ma¡çe three

underhand throws w-iththe preferred hand, attempting

to get one bean bag into each tire.
2) Review the above activity using tl}e opposite hand.

Í.esson 2

Operants trained: bouncing and catching
Equipment: bicycle tires, ball
Activities
1) Bounce and catch ball once in each of 5 tires

ffiih
-$!:/
á. .,ì'
'i-r,!-t! \'.
\S

l\

/--. -/'/ ¿

(.:," i.- .

while ¡valking outside of ti¡es- =z-Çì).+.=-,,d
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Lesson 3

Operants Trained: throwing and catching
Equipment.: rebou¡d net, bean bag, launching board
Àctivities
1) Use overh¿¡¡d throw and attempt to hit center

of net with bean nag. Take position on knees,

so that t.he bea¡ bag will rebound at. chest height.
Do not attempt to catch the bag.

2) Step on the end of the launching board using heeJ.

of the preferred foot and lau¡ch bean bag so that
it rebor¡¡rds at about waist héight. Do not atternpt to
catch the bag. (Activity is a prerequisite to future
catching activities. )

G.

ll"Þ-:=:

Lesson 4

Operants trained:
Equipment: baIl,
Activities

bouncing and catching
traffic cones

I) Using bottr hands, bounce and catch ba1l while
walking around traffic cone obstacles.

2) Using tr^to hands, dribble the ball arou-r¡d the

obstacles.

Lesson 5

Operants trained: catching and throwing
Equipment: rebou¡ld net, bean bag, lar:nching board
Activities
1) Use overhand throw a¡d position body so that

bean bag rebounds off net and hits chest. Bean bag

trapped against tÌ¡e chest with the hands. (Stand
3 - 4 feet ar¡ay from t}le net.

2) Step on the end of the lar¡nching board using
heel- of the preferred foot. Launch a¡rd catch
the bean bag at a.bout waist height, using both hands.

l-s
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Lesson 6

Operants t¡ained: throwing
Equipment used: bal1, bowling pín.
Activities
1) Attempt to roll a rubber ball- at a bowling pin

target and knock to dovrn. Use two hands.
2) Ãttempt al:ove activity using onì.y one hand.

lesson 7

Operants trained: catching
Equipment used: rebound net, bea¡ bag, launching bgard
Activities
1) Stand in front of the rebou¡d net. Instructor

(standing behind) throws bean bag against net.
CaÈch it using hands and fingers.

2) review lesson 5, activity 2 - use only one hand.

lesson I
Operãnts trained: throwing
Equipment used: geometric shapes, bea.rl bag
Activities
1) Shapes are placed flat on the fl-oor. Attempt

to toss the bean bag into shapes.
2) Verbalty identify the shape into which you

toss the bean bag.

3) Toss the bean bag into a specific shape designated by the

Â
1 r''
L,,

l{zì\\
'(¿/z \
uri Ii

åli1--)--'t

(2 -L¿

fl nr-..

ü;l,esson 9 Ë:?Ì
operants trained: throwing and catching itr'".'._-:r.a1 cQ
Equipment used.: rebound netr bean bag, launching board .,r:r?
Ãctivities Líf //Ø"
r) rhrow bean bas asainsr net a¡d atrery)r ro catch { i 

' 
íFì ,lã' .r.

it using rv¿o hands, with fingers pointing up ro t-'*:"/çí 
;r",.. '.'':

formapocket. !-. l":-

2) review Lesson 5, activity 2 - Use alternate hands, r:ìr:i--? ;

first right, then ì-eft, as i-nstructor ca11s them out. l.¡Ìti
l,l
il -¿..ÀCAi;., _ _ -
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Lesson 10

Operants trained: bouncing

Equipment used: traffic cones, ball
Actívities
1) review lesson 4, activity 2 - use one ha¡d.

Lesson 11

Operants trained: Èhrowing and catching

Equipment used: rebou¡d net' tennis baII, faunching board

Act'ivities
1) review Lesson 9, activity 2 - use tennis bafl instead

of bean bag.

2) review lesson 5, activity 2 - use tennis ball instead

of bean bag.

Lesson 12

Operants trained: balanced walking,_bouncing, catching
Equipment used: coordination ladder, ball
Activities
1) walk on outside of 1adder (near right or Left

side) bouncÍng and catching the rubber bal-I in the spaces

the rungs-

2) Walk with one foot on eâch side rail of the ladder
bouncing and catching the ba1l between the ru¡gs.

Lesson 13

Operants trained: bouncing and catching
Equiprnent used: geometric shapes, ba]-Ì
Activities
l-) Shapes are placed flat on the fl-oor. Bounce a¡d catch

rubber ball inside of designated shapes.

between

--;:_-__ -
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Lesson 14

Operants trained: throwing and catching
Equipment used.: rebound net, launching board, bean bag
Activities
1) Throw bean bag against rebound net aJrd catch it.

One hand only is used for both throw and catch.
2) Lar¡nch bean bäg, clap hands ând catch bag.

Then,.l-aunch bean bag, snap fingers, and catch- it.
Then,l-aunch bean bag, sì,ap knees,and catch it.

Lesson 15

Operants trained.: balanced walking, bouncing, and catching
Equipment used: lov¡ a¡d high walking boards, ba]1, bean bags
Activities
1) Waù forward on high board, then walk forward

fa1ìncing bean bag on top of each hand-
2) Walk forward on low board to the middle. Stop

bouncç and catch the bal1, then continue walking

Lesson 16

operants trained: bara¡rced walking, bouncing, catching, and throwing
Equipment used: bicycle tires, rope, bal1
Activities
1) walk forwarcl the ì.engÈh of the rope, using cross

bounce and catch ball_ after each step.
2) Ðo criss-cross as above, but toss and catch

ball- with the instructor.

over step

,ñ\\ x/
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Lesson L7

Operants trained: baLanced walking, bouncing, and catching
Equipnent used: 1ow and intermediate walking boards, hoop, crossbar, bafl
ActivitÍes
1) t{a]k forwa¡d to middle of

balì., bounce and catch
of the board.

2) waùc forward on low board carrying a batl, step over
crossbar. Then wallç to middle of board, bor¡nce ball
in a hoop pLaced on fLoor, catch ball, walk forwa_rd
and step over second crossbar.

Lesson 18

opera¡ts trained: throwing
Equipment used: bicycle tire, bal-l, waste paper basket
Activities
1) Atteru)t to shoot bal1 into basket t¡rhile standing

is tire. Use two-handed u¡derhand throw.
2) Attempt as above, but use overha¡d thror¿.

lesson 19

Operants trained: wal_kingr bouncing, a-nd catchÍng
Equipnent used: low and intermediate boalds, ba1l, crossbars, tire.
Activities
1) review resson 17, activity 2 - use intermediate board.
2) Walk forward. on 1ow board carrying ball.

Boì,lrlce and catch tlre baLl on ffoot afÈer
every two steps.

intermediate board carrying a

bal-1, then continue walking to end

/'.I...
rlò.$ ^!tt''J (

,,v;3_t
,:?<

-i't!
I ti

,1 r a:-
:

t-_ )
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Lesson 20

Operants trained: balanced walking, bouncing, and catching
Equipment used.: l-ow a¡rd intermediate boards, tires, baÌl
Activities
1) ¡eview l-esson 19, activity 2 - use i_ntermediate board
2) IùaLk forward on Low board, carrying ball, bounce and catch it in four

tires placed on alternate sides of watking board (i.e.,
right tire, left tire, right tire).

Lesson 21

operants trained: balanced walking and standing, bouncing, and catching
Equipment used: inter¡nediate board, tires, ball
Activities
1) review lesson-20, activity 2 - use intermediate board
2) review lesson LB -- balanced walking and standing activities --

activity l- - use intermediate board

Lesson 22

Operants trained: throwing and catching
Equipment used: rebound net, bean bags, launching board
Activities
1) fhrow bean bag against net and perform the following

tasks: a) clap hands and catch bag, b) snap fingers and

catch bag, c) slap knees and catch bag, and d) touch toes
and catch bag.

2) Launch two bean bags simultaneously and catch
one in each ha¡d. Bea¡ bags-are placed side by sÍde on the
launching board.

Ieft tire,

.J:

-Ñ-r'
1') *\'.
;,)'.-;
,:..

t-j\\\

''a-1

/-- 1' .

Lesson 23

Operants trained: bala¡lced walking, throwing, and catching
Equipment used.: 1ow board, ba]l, blindfold, ba1l
Activities
1) Walk forward on low board, tossing and catching ball wiÈh

instrucÈor.
2) WaIk forward on the 1ow board while bfindfofded.
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lesson 24

Opera¡ts trained: bor:lcing

Equipment used: hoops, ball
Àctivities
1) Dribble bal-I through hoop pattern. Use tHo

2) Do above task, using one ha¡d.

Lesson 25

Opera¡ts trained: crawling, balanced walking, throwing,
Equipment used.: l-ow walking board, ball
Activities
l-) Walk forward balancing on hands a¡cl feet until

reaching end õf board.

2) waLk forward carrying a ball, use underhand toss
and cat.ch with instructor.

catching
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APPENDTX C

To ensure that the procedure of grouping operant behaviours for

convenient management of data was not masking important information re-

garding the effects of treat=nent, the subjects'scores on each of the IO

individual operants rdere examined prior to averaging. As was noted.

earfier (pp. fI, 73, & 77), differences in the initial effects of train-

ing occurred fçr balanced standing versus balanced walking operants.

These data are presented in graphic form for the trained subjects in

order to provide a cfear picture of the differential training effects.

As shown in Figure 18, Aprilts performance on bal-anced walking

shows immediate improvement upon coÍmerrcement of treatment. i.{ith the

exception of one overlapping point (taken after a period of illness, as

discussed p. 7l), improvement is dramatic and fairry stabfe. Bal_anced

standing improvements are delayed., however. Aprilts scores on this

operant remain the same as in basefine until after the point where train-

ing connnenced for the specific assessment task. On the second assessment

after receiving training on the bal-anced standing assessment task,

April's scores improve dramatically and stabilize at a l-evel wel-l a]¡ove

baseline

Un1ike April, Janers performance on balanced standing and. bal-anced.

walking are very simil-ar. In comparison to the other trained subjects,

Jane had difficulty mastering balanced watking. Her improvements on

this task are very gradual and al-though an upward trend is noticeabl-e in

the first few assessments after conrnencement of training, improvement

does not stabilize at a high l-evel- untif the fifth assessment after

training commenced. Also unlike the other trained subjects, Janers

daÈa show improvements in balanced standing prior to specific training
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on the task. These improvements in balanced standing seemed to be due

primarily to an increase in her ability to maintain bafance on the beam

for a period of 3 sec. This suggests that practice alone may have been

an important factor in initial improvement of this behaviour.

Similar to Aprilts d.ata, Charmainers data show differentiaf treat-

ment effects for balanced standing versus balanced walking operants.

Although the differences are less dramatic and occur over fewer assess-

ments due to Charmainers extended baseline, differences are still- qui'te
a:

noticeable. Charmainets improvement in balanced. walking occurs immed-

iately after conmencenent of training and stabilizes at a level well

above baseline- Balanced standing improvements are delayed, however.

Although there is an initiat jump in performance at commencement of

training-, the first two assessments during this phase are quite simifar

to the baseline assessments. In contrast, assessments following specific

training on the balanced standing assessment task are dramatically

improved.. Respond.ing on balanced standing stabilizes at a level well

above baseline at this point.

unlike the data for the balanced standing and wa]king operant

group' the individual operant data for all other.operant groups did not

indicate such dramatic differential- ïesponse to training. The raw d.ata

of the treatment phases for these operants were therefore simply

presented. in tabular form (see Table 5).
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Table 5

Individual Operant Scores for Rol1ing, Hopping, and Crawling and

Bouncing, Catching, and Throwing for Trained

Subjects During Training phases

Assessment

I4
15

16

L7

18

t_9

20

2I

22

23

24

25

26

20

2T

23

24

1E

26

Subj ect

April Jane

Rolling (R), Hopping (H) , and Crawling (C)

Charmaine

R

6

5

5

6

9

10

o

7

o

9

9

H

ö

7

9

9

7

6

9

6

7

7

9

c

I
I

9

ö

9

9

Õ

9

7

IO

BCT
366
766

889
9810
9 l_0 10

BE
78
85
QA9t

to9
87
89

109
89
610
810
89
ôô

t

9

I
o

7

o

9

10

t0
IO

9

IO

t0

D^mDUf

;1;;
867
168
887
618
7l-08

7A
510
69
99
68
68

108
99
89
99

109
t9

10

9

ö

l0
10

7

9

7

6

ö

9

9

86
ót

108
610
69

I0 10

RH

Bouncing (B), Catching (C), and Throwing (T)

Ð

;
7

5

7

ö

6
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